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Abstract

Automaticspeech
recognition is a promising alternative to touch-tone as a modality

for interadin with automiied telephone systems. The choices made in the design
of speech intethces will influence the cost-effectiveness and user friendliness of the final
product. This report describes an experimental study which was conducted at the speech
recognition company PureSpeech, Inc. to evaluate some of these major choices.
Different techniques of prompting the caller for input were evaluated with respect to
user comfort, task-efficiency, and task compliance. \ithin-subjects factors were
utterance complexity and the presence or absence of input examples, and a between-
subject factor was the presence or absence of beep tones as indicators of turn taking. The
findings showed that interactions with complex utterances were preferred over simple
ones. Systems that did not make use of input examples were preferred over systems that
did. Beep tones and input examples increased user performance for complex interactions,
but had no effect on simple interactions.

Acronyms

ASR Automated Speech Recognition

DThW Dual Tone Multi Frequency

NE! National Eve Institute

PcR Interactive Voice Response

Sm State Transition Network

TTS Text to Speech

vu! Voice User Interface
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Preface

For the gradi4ation ofm'y Master's coune in
Cognitiit' Science & Engineerin,g, I i.torkedfor eveii

months as an intern at the .speeth cognition conqiany

PureSpeech, Inc., on aproject sported by a,grant
from the NafionaIIye Institute.

Major technological developments, from the personal computer and the micro-wave,
to the cellular phone, etc., have led people in the past two decades to depend

increasingly on their interaction with machines. The design that shaped this machinery or
software has mostly been affected by the limitations and possibilities of the technology.
Because most of those designs were not guided principally by human capacities and
limitations, the human-machine interaction has not always been satisfactory.

In recent years more attention is being directed at potential users of new
technology. Out of this tendency rapidly evolved a need at the companies that provide
such technology for skilled engineers with a good knowledge of Cognitive Psychology.

0.1 Cognitive Science and Engineering
In the early Nineties, it became clear to a small group of professors and lecturers at the
Groningen Universit that there was a need for a degree course that combined Cognitive
Psychology with Engineering aspects such as Computer Science and Physics. Problems
with the existing interdisciplinary contacts between researchers, mainly in the United
States, ranged from differences in jargon to differences in fundamental research
questions. Educating and training a new generation of researchers capable of
overlooking the entire interdisciplinan specialty seemed like a way to overcome this
problem. In the prospect of providing such a solution, the degree course of Cognitive
Science and Engineering was introduced in 1992 at Grornngen University, in the
Netherlands.

Cognitive Science and Engineering deals with human knowledge and mental
processes. The architecture, functionality, and limitations of the human brain play an
important role in practically everything that people do. Understanding mental capabilities
and limitations, and understanding human behavior in relation to technology are the
main goals of Cognitive Science and Engineering. The Human Factors community
believes that this knowledge will allow designers of new technology to make their
products easier to use, while providing models for building cooperative or intelligent
technology.

Contemporary developments in information technology provide an applicability in
the engineering field for theoretical models from Cognitive Psychology, Linguistics,
Logic, and Philosophy. In addition to these scientific areas, Cognitive Science and
Engineering also includes Computer Science, (Bio-)Physics, and Neuro-Science. The
necessary interdisciplinary specialt was created by integrating those different fields in a
single curriculum.

I had the challenging pleasure of being a member of the small group of students
that made up the first generation to read Cognitive Science and Engineering at
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Groningen University. To conclude an exciting study period with an equally exciting
project, I worked as an intern for seven months at the speech recognition company
PureSpeech, Inc.

0.2 PureSpeech

At around the same time Cognitive Science and Engineering was introduced at
Groningen Univei:sity, another group of people had a vision and a goal related to these
new technological developments. Benjamin Chigier founded Integrated Speech Solutions
in 1992 in Boston, Massachusetts. Chigier received his training in Speech Technology
from Carnegie-Mellon University, and has worked for the Speech Technology Group of
NYNEX Telecommunications. His ambition was to trans fer advances from the research
community to the commercial market, and provide speaker independent continuous
speech recognition systems for use in practical applications.

Ills company—now named PureSpeech, and based in Cambridge,
Massachusetts—builds natural voice user interfaces (VU!) and is making a special effort
to deploy highly accurate and cost-effective speech recognition solutions fur the high call
volume Computer Telephony market. Based on the results of existing earlier research in
speech recognition, speech processing, statistical modeling, language modeling, natural
language processing, and human factors engineering, PureSpeech specifically designs its
own products, rather than licensing existing technologies. With this approach,
PureSpeech deploys a software-only and Digital Signal Processing (DSP) based solution
for the telephony market.

ReCite!, PureSpeech's suite of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) products, is a
toolkit for building Speech Recognition interfaces. It features speaker independent,
continuous speech recognition, and achieves accuracy levels of 96 to 99 percent for large
and constantly increasing vocabularies under ideal circumstances. PureSpeech is currently
working on speech interface modules for the ReCite! toolkit. These modules are software
objects that perform pre-configured interactions.

Human Factors engineering is a very important aspect of the design at
PureSpeech. PureSpeech's goal is to build systems with which users can interact in a
natural manner. Insights from Human Factors are essential for developing 'the natural
interface'.

Mv work at PureSpeech involved Human Factors research on speech interfaces
for telephone information systems. The study is described in this report.

0.3 National Eye Institute
The National Eve Institute (NEL) is funding a Small Business Innovation Research grant
to PureSpeech for a project to provide telephone-based wayfinding in a transit
information system to be used by visually impaired as well as sighted people. The study
described in this report is part of that project.

The NE! is a department of the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda,
Maryland. The NE! conducts and supports research, training, health information
dissemination, and other programs, with respect to visual impairment and the special
health problems and requirements of the blind. Over 85°/o of its appropriated funds is
used to support extramural research and research training at universities, medical
schools, hospitals, and other institutions in the United States and abroad.

Blasch & Hiatt (1983; as referred to by Chigier, 1996) suggested speech as an
input medium for wavfinding information for persons who are visually impaired. The
experiment described in this report was part of the second phase of this project that was
concerned with enhancing a prototype of such a system so it would meet the needs of its
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users in the real world. Enhancing the prototype would be achieved by enhancing the
robustness of the recognition system, collecting additional data to train the speech and
natural language components of the system, and by conducting usability studies to
enhance the user interface.

0.4 Acknowledgments
Without the great deal of help and guidance that I have received from a large number of
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providing me with technical information, and all my colleagues for the very special and
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At Groningen University I would like to thank Ben Mulder for being my
attendant, Annemieke Gilema of the Internship Bureau of the Faculty of Arts for her
exceptional efforts to obtain a United States visa for me, Tjeerd Andringa for
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I Introduction

A shon! explanation of WR systems,

the oI?jectis. of this stu',

and the structure oJ this thesis nipoPI

W ith the tremendous overall technological developments in recent decades, the use
of Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems has increased dramatically. IVR

systems are automated telephone 'vstems providing information or a service. They are
accessible over the public telephone network and are completely auditory. Applications
varying from airline reservations to banking, and from train schedule information to
filling out tar returns, use these fully automated telephone systems to provide
information or receive input from their caller's. The need for efficiency has eliminated the
human operator from these interactions, usually providing a touch-tone interface instead.
Complex and tune-consuming human discourse is replaced by an abstract, fully
controllable menu-structure.

Touch-tone, also known as Dual Tone Multi Frequency (DTMF), interfaces have
made many services available over the ordinary telephone line. A DTMF interface is able
to recognize the digits of a touch-tone telephone. By playing recorded speech that
prompts the caller to press certain keys for certain options, and by making choices based
on the digits it recognizes, a touch-tone interface can guide the caller through a menu
structure. Different prompts will be played according to the route chosen through the
interface structure. Information can be provided by playing recorded speech, while
services can be provided by triggering actions in other applications according to the
touch-tone input.

Contemporary automated telephone systems primarily use DTMI menu structures
for their interface. The advantages of these IVR systems are that virtually anyone can use
a touch-tone telephone, and has access to one. By running the application on a system
that can handle multiple phone lines, and by taking callers through a short and
straightforward menu, these systems can handle a vast number of users in a short period
of time. IvR systems also have many benefits for businesses, such as reducing personnel
costs, and offering more services at practically unlimited hours.

Recent advances in Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) open the doors for an
even greater variety of !VR systems. An ASR interface accepts natural speech as its input.
\Vith a set of algorithms and rules for, among others, syntax and semantics, it parses the
input wave form and builds a model of the spoken phrase. It will step through the
interface structure, play auditory prompts to the user, and perform other actions based
on the meaning of the words it recognizes. PureSpeech1 focuses entirely on providing
speech solutions for the telephony market in its belief that speech is the most natural way
of communication, and that it can be used to make human-computer interfaces more
natural as well.

I Please see the preface fbr an elaboration on PureSpeech, and its relation to this project.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Objective of this Study
The market for IVR systems is still expanding. The increasing need for automated
telephone information systems has made the IVR market a serious business, and owners
of such systems want their investment to be cost-effective.

With current developments speech recognition is increasingly used as a modality
for the interfaces of IVR systems. The implementation of ASR for automated telephone
systems is not a trivial task. Cost-effectiveness of the system is influenced by the users'
acceptance of the system and their performance. When ASR is used for the interface, it
needs to be both user friendly and efficient.

The purpose of this study was to examine the influence of certain aspects of the
design of speech interfaces on user performance and acceptance. The study focused
particularly oii different techniques for prompting.

1.2 Structure of this Thesis Report
To clarify the field of the research described in this report, the Introduction elaborated
shortly on !VR systems, DTMF, and ASR.

Chapter 2, Speech Inte,faces for Telephone Sjstems, describes speech as a modality for
automated telephone systems. How speech can overcome limitations and problems
encountered with touch-tone interfaces is outlined in a comparison of AsR and DTMF.
How speech can be implemented in interfaces is described with reference to speech
interface design issues.

The structure of the rest of this report is similar to the composition of a research
article, with the research question and rationale, description of the method, study results
and discussion, and the conclusion in separate chapters. The appendices include all
documents used for the design and execution of the experiment, such as call-flows,
subject recruitment posters, scenarios, etc.

Chapter 3, Research Question and Rationale, provides empirical support for the
usability of ASR in IVR systems, elaborates on user performance and acceptance with
reference to sociolinguistic and technical considerations, and describes the influence of
different prompting techniques on the interaction between an ASR system and its users.
The purpose of this study and the expected results are explained here as well.

Chapter 4, Method, describes the subjects of this studv, the procedure, the
experimental design, and the materials and apparatus used. All choices relevant to the
experimental design are covered in this chapter. hnportant choices not directly related to
the design, such as consistency considerations, are described in AppendLvA:
Impkmentational Choices.

Chapter 5, Results, describes the data analysis and study results. User performance
data and user acceptance data are described and discussed, and obsetvations from the
post-session interviews are outlined as well.

Chapter 6, ConcLqsion—the last chapter, explains the limitations of the study,
evaluates the study implications, suggests improvements on the experimental and overall
design of this study, and proposes further related research.

PromptingJàr Speech Input in IVR Sytems



2 Speech Interfaces for Telephone Systems

A compailson between touch-lone and speech

as a modality for interaction, and an elaboration on

speech interface des:gn issues

D TMF is increasingly applied in IVR systems, and users have no choice but to accept
the wide variability in quality of these interfaces. Schumacher, Hardzinski e'

Schwartz (1995) speak of widespread dissatisfaction caused by poorly designed IVR
systems. In the ASR community it is widely acknowledged that a way to change such
dissatisfaction would be to improve user comfort and efficiency, and that this may be
achieved by using speech as the modality for the telephony interface instead.

Such a change may not come easily, as automated telephone systems, dominated
by touch-tone interfaces, have already proven their usability and usefulness. Having
made it possible to develop and deploy fulls controllable automated systems that can
handle a vast number of callers at ever hour of the day with an interface that virtually
everyone can use, DTMF has set a clear benchmark. In order for a speech interface—also
known as Voice User Interface (Vt'fl—to prove itself a better alternative, it has to
measure up agamst the advantages of DTMF.

The ASR community believes that speech interfaces can overcome the limitations
imposed by touch-tone interfaces. If simply telling the IVR system what is desired indeed
makes the interaction more intuitive, more straightforward and faster, then speech will be
a very suitable and important modality for IVR systems.

The comparison between DTMF and ASR in the next section, Dffèrrnces betawt
DTMF and Speech, will provide further insight. A set of design issues are of importance
with respect to the implementation of a speech interface. These issues will be outlined in
section 2.2, 1 '[51 De.czgn Issues.

2.1 Differences between DTMF and Speech

There are a number of important differences between telephone interfaces that rely on
DTMF and those that are based on speech. In the following paragraphs, the comparison
of these differences with respect to accuracy, abstraction level, flexibility, naturalness,
ease of use, and costs indicates the disadvantages and advantages of speech over DTMF.
If the disadvantages can be minimized and the advantages can be optimized, then speech
could become the better candidate for many telephone interfaces.

2.1.1 Accuracy
One essential difference between DTMF and speech is that DTMF is more accurate.
Touch-tone input is almost always perceived correctly by the system, while speech
recognition still has a considerable failure rate. Factors that make ASR complicated and
less reliable than DTMF are variations in the way the speech sounds are pronounced,
variations in background noise, and variations in what is being said.

The variation in speech sounds should be handled by the robustness of the
recognizer—perhaps in combination with socio- and psycholinguistic knowledge—and
noise should ideally either be filtered out or reduced. The variation of what is being said
to the system cannot be dealt with by the recognizer only, however. Natural language
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Chapter 2: Speech 1nIeice.jàr Telephone Systems 52.1: Dlffe??nas behiwn DThF and Speech
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leaves room for many different ways of formulating the input and a speech recognizer
may not be able to handle such variety. For a speech interface to be as effective as DTMF
in classifying user input, it is the combination of a robust recognition engine with an
interface compensating for the limitations of the recognizer that can overcome this
problem of versatiir of natural speech.

Zoltan-Ford (1989) describes two solutions to this problem. The first one is to
program the computer to recognize and understand the many ways people can structure
their inputs. This solution is rather obvious, but is not a likely option for domains with a
high degree of complexity. The problem with this option is that, when users are allowed
a lot of freedom, the range of possible words and phrase structures used for the input
increases dramatically. The range of possible input that a recognizer is able to capture is
specified in a so-called recognition arntext for every state of the interaction. Large
recognition contexts hinder accurate speech recognition. Even with a strong speech
recognition engine, trying to capture all possible input would be a very inefficient
approach. While a robust recognizer will always be important in this respect, it is the
design of the interface that will have a direct effect on the utilization of the strength of
the recognizer. The interface can contribute to the realization of speech as an accurate
modality for input that makes for an efficient and pleasant interaction between a system
and its users.

The second solution described by Zoltan-Ford (1989) indicates how the interface
can make such a contribution. It involves curtailing the variability of what users say to
the system. Inducing users to adjust their input to the limited understanding of the
system can be done either openly or in a more discreet manner. The overt approach
would be, for instance, to present the users with a list of acceptable commands during
the session. \ covert approach would be to let a limited set of words and phrases used
by the system itself serve as a model for the users' input. The system output uses words
and phrase structures that it expects for the input it has to recognize. This way, the
output of the system serves as an implicit template for users to incorporate in their
choice of words and s ntax for their communication with the system. The covert
approach might be accomplished by taking into account empirical fmdings about human
conversations, and translating them into Human Factors guidelines for setting up the
interface. Conversational cues about turn-taking and feedback, and so forth, are
unobtrusive in inter-human conversations, and lead to very efficient discourses (Engel &
Haakma, 1993). Whether the system's efforts to reduce the variability in user input
should be explicit or more implicit to the user is a choice that depends on the type of
application.
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Chter 2: Speeth Inte!f aces for Telephone Sjstenzs 2.7: Dijeewec eluwi D7MF and Speech

By working on these two solutions simultaneously—adjusting the computer to the
user, and vice versa—as much as possible, the advantages of speech can be optimally
utilized within an interface. In this way, contemporary limitations of the speech
recognition technology can be overcome by proper design of the speech interface.

2.1.2 Level of Abstraction

A second difference between DTMF and speech lies in their abstraction level. While
touch-tone interfaces have digits assigned to different options—something that often
seems to be done arbitrarily—a speech interface allows the user to name any option
directly. Unlike speech commands, digits in themselves do not convey the meaning of
the choices they stand for. This difference has two important consequences. The first is
that it can be ver cumbersome to navigate through a DTMF menu structure, and the
second consequence is that with DTMF it is a tedious procedure to make a choice from a
long list of options.

When interacting with a typical touch-tone based IVR system, users that do not
know the options and matching digits by heart have to wait and listen to a list of options
at ever step until the desired option is mentioned. If the users are not sure of the way
the options are organized in the touch-tone tree, then they may even want to hear all
options at ever step to make sure they have chosen the most appropriate option. At the
same time, the callers have to remember the matching key-pad numbers for options of
interest, before actually deciding which one to choose. The following transcription of a
call to the American Consulate General in Amsterdam illustrates such a structure:

ACG: "If you would like information about visa to visit, work or live in the United States,
press '1'. For information about services for American citizens such as Passport or Social
Security information, press '2'. For information about our trade services, press '3'. To
speak to the operator, press '4'. To return to the main menu of choices, press '5'."
(.alier presses '1'.
ACG: "If you would like information about traveling to the United States for a vacation
or a short business trip, press '1'. For information about visa to do a study or do an
internship in the United States, press '2'. For information about visa to work temporarily
in the United States, including as an au-pair, press '3'. For information about immigrating
to the United States, press '4'. To return to the main menu of choices, press '5'."
Ci/Jer presses '3
ACG: "In some cases foreigners are allowed to work in the United States. For general
information about working in the U.S., press '1'. For information about going to the U.S.
as an au-pair or summer camp councilor press '2'. For information about visas for
investors or traders, press '3'. To return to the main menu of choices, press '4'."
(.illerpresses '1'.
ACG: Detailed isfonwation ispimided ahout the arndilionsfor and the procedi.'res ojget1zn a NON-

immi,ranI ix,rker iia. direcajjo/lozved by "If you would like to have information about
temporar worker visas back to you, press '1'. To repeat this message, press '2'. To return
to the main menu of choices, press '3'. To speak to an operator, press '4'."

Figure 2.2 shows the DT'JF tree of the above transcription. The route through the menu
structure followed in the transcription is indicated by boxed menu options and bolded
user input.

Depending on the number of options and the structure of the touch-tone tree,
such an interface can be mentally highly demanding. In a speech interface it is less likely
that the lists of options need to be heard completely or at all, since the lack of abstract
matching makes the commands much more intuitive. Also, when the user is unfamiliar
with the system and wants to hear all options, it is easy to remember the desired
command. In the above example, for instance, if the user needs information about work
visas then with a speech interface they could simply say 'Work vaia" after an opening
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prompt such as: "Would you like information

main menu
about visas, about services for American citizens,

of choices or about trade services?" If they would just say
"About visas", then the system could ask for the

3 .' ' type of visa.
I I I I Some IVR systems let the callers specify a

services trade operator main
for Am. services menu name from a list of options, for instance to

• determine the destination of a flight. As we have
seen, touch-tone systems are inadequate when it

vacation, study (work
I

immi- main comes to making a choice froni a long list of
business Internsnip oration menu options. In addition, spelling out names on the

touch-tone key-pad is a tedious process that can

_____

i. be downright frustrating. This makes speech the
1g0raI1 au-pair j%' better modality for systems that require their

users to specify names—of persons for example,
or a stock name or the names of the railwayltun' . .— Vouch-tone tree representation ofpar of the .

stations of a Journey. Such systems implemented
menu-cirucixire oj the WR i)'Stem oj the

• . . . in DTMF are not only user unfriendly but are also
•1mencan (.onsu/ate General in Amsteniam .

bound to be time-inefficient.

2.1.3 Flexibility
A third difference between DTMF and speech is that speech can offer much more
flexibility in an interface than DTMF.Flexibiit in this respect means that the user has the
option of specifying an action, or entering or requesting information in a sin,gk query,
where a DTMF interface would need a deep hierarchical structure to lead the user to the
desired action. More flexibility can be translated into increased efficiency and greater user
comfort since it allows users to conduct the interaction at their own pace. Speech is more
efficient since it leaves room for a limited set of high level commands that can be used in
a shorter time frame than a longer series of steps that would be necessar with DTMF.
Greater user comfort results from these commands being straightforward and intuitive.
This is especially the case when the parameters of those commands can be specified
directly as well, since it leads to an interaction with a level of efficiency that cannot be
achieved by DTMF interfaces. A single speech command can span several levels of a
touch-tone tree. For instance, instead of pressing a '2' to make a call, then pressing '3' to
pick Amy, and then pressing '2' again to reach her at work, a speech interface would
allow the user to simply say "Call Amy at work."

In addition to higher user-input flexibility, speech has the advantage of also being
able to serve callers using a telephone that is not DThIF compliant. A higher degree of
user-hardware flexibility is invaluable outside the \Vestem world especially, where not all
phones are DTMF compliant.

2.1.4 Naturalness

A fourth difference between DTMF and speech is that speech is a natural way of
communication among people, while a telephone key-pad is not. Although touch-tone
has become quite natural for p.p since people have become familiar with it, a
speech interface makes use of communicative skills that people have developed
throughout their lives. When the interface is designed in such a way that the users
intuitively know what to say, then anyone who speaks a natural language that is the same
as the language spoken by the system, can interact with that system. PureSpeech
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especially has made it a point to work on the user interface having a natural appearance
and functionality to the user.

2.1.5 Ease of Use

A hfrh difference between DTMF and speech, resulting directly from the second, third
and fourth difference described above, would be ease of use. While in a DTMF interface
commands are mapped to arbitrary choices on the abstract telephone key-pad, a speech
interface allows the user to enter commands or data by using the actual and natural
names. This makes speech commands easier to think of. It also makes the commands
easy to remember. Commands of a DTMF system that has been used very frequently will
probably be remembered easy as well. When a touch-tone interface allows for making
choices before they are mentioned as an option, users can quickly get where they want by
pressing a memorized sequence of digits.

Studies have been conducted on ease of use of speech interfaces. Zoltan-Ford
(1989) examined to what extent people can be shaped to conform their input to the
syntax and vocabulary used in the output of an inventory program. In this study, in
which users were told that the program was capable of recognizing natural-language
input and keyboard input, there were more messages by voice input than by keyboard
input, showing that users preferred speech over typing. A larger number of voice input
messages, however, may also indicate an uncertainty on the part of the users about the
computer's understanding of their voice input. The data supported the claim, however,
that voice input was simply easier than keyboard input.

Users enter requested data or queries when interacting with an WR system. For
these kinds of tasks, natural speech is an effective method of interaction (Capindale &
Crawford, 1990). Extra memory load will result, however, from the required feedback
that needs to be transferred over the same auditory modaliti. A certain amount of
redundancy is necessary with natural language because of its low information density.
intuitively, listening and speaking at the same time may therefore be difficult because of
limited human auditory resources, which would make a solely auditory speech interface
hard to use. However, in a study of dual-task performance Shallice, McLeod & Lewis
(1985; as described by Wickens, 1992) found that the human resources underlying
speech perception and speech production are separate. According to the Multiple-
Resource Theory (Wickens, 1992) this means that listening and speaking go well
together. This is true for tasks, such as simultaneous translation, in which the
information content of both listening and speaking is similar. When listening and
speaking are dealing with more different information, however, as in question-answering
tasks in IVR systems, then the working memory is the limiting factor. This means that a
sequential alternation of listening and speaking has to be implemented in speech
interfaces of IVR systems.

That speech commands seem to be easier to use than keying, and that the
necessity of feedback over the same modality does not seem to pose problems with
respect to human resources, indicates that speech can make an IVR interface easier to
use. This is an important issue, since systems that are easier to use will either be more
efficient, or will have a wider range of users, or both.

2.1.6 Costs
A sixth difference between DTMF and speech is the cost of implementation and
deployment. Speech interfaces are more expensive than DTMF interfaces. Recognition of
the DTMF tones is trivial and commonly available on inexpensive line cards and modems.
Additionally, the DTMF interface design is fairly straightforward, it can be made quickly
even by beginners and many development kits are available for it on the market. Speech
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interfaces are far more complicated to build and development kits are only beginning to
become available, In addition to the specially developed software, speech recognition
commonly requires expensive DSP hardware.

This is an important disadvantage of speech interfaces, since telephony companies
will be less willing to deploy a system with high startup costs. To make speech interfaces
financially viable, the initial startup costs must be offset by savings over the longer term,
due to more efficient interaction. Therefore, a speech interface has to deliver much more
efficiency and throughput than a DTMF interface in order to be a suitable substitute.

2.1.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, speech offers many advantages over DTMF as a modality for a user
interface. It is much more flexible, more natural, and makes properly designed interfaces
easier to use. On the other hand, DTMF is more direct, and less expensive. Further work
on Voice User Interface design should reveal ways to minimize the uncertainty of
recognition results, and make speech a cost-effective substitute in telephone information
s'stems.

2.2 Vu, Design Issues

The acceptance of ASR in Computer Telephony will depend as much on good Human
Factors design as on the accuracy and efficiency of the recognition engine. The
importance of Human Factors research on speech interface design was confirmed in two
problems that emerged from a study conducted by Brems, Rabin c Waggett (1995). In
their four experiments—which examined the usability of natural language conventions
for improving speech interfaces—subjects called in to an automated telephone operator
service that worked with ASR, and simply responded to questions from the system. The
researchers found that user commands were often embedded in more complex
utterances, and that prompts needed to be long in order to be able to instruct users how
to phrase their input. The problem with complex utterances is that they are difficult to
recognize, and the problem with long prompts is that they become irritating to the user
(Brooks, 1989; as referred to by Brems ci aL, 1995). Also, longer prompts require
prolonged attention.

Robust recognition is essential since misrecognition makes an application
inefficient. Extra time is needed to correct the errors, and the necessity for an error
recover mechanism itself may introduce time-inefficiency, by the need to explain its
functionality or name it as an option. In addition, users have a very low tolerance for low
recognition accuracy (Casali, Williges & Dryden, 1990). This means that the two
problems found by Brems ci at. (1995) need to be overcome in order to make ASR more
widely applicable in real-life systems.

The problem of user input being too complex to recognize can only partly be
solved by the use of more computing power and special mechanisms such as word
spotting2. Continuously improving the speech technology is not likely to be sufficient to
handle the variability of natural language in the near future. Zoltan-Ford (1989) proposes
that users be prevented as much as possible from embedding their input in extraneous
speech. This can be achieved by using cognitive psychological and linguistic knowledge
for the design of the speech interface. Knowledge about users' intentions, their mental

2 The mechanisms of word and phrase spotting allow for the recognition of key-words and key-
phrases in extraneous speech. A recognizer equipped with such mechanisms scans the speech
input for the words or phrases that the system can recognize. The parts of the input that cannot
be matched are disregarded. \ith this approach it can detect "From Chicago to Boston", for
example, in a phrase such as "Uhm... I'd like to fly from Chicago to... uh... Boston."
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model of the interaction, and their need for feedback can contribute to the design of an
interface structure that requests the user for information at intuitively correct moments.
Linguistic knowledge on how conversational partners keep track of exchanged data and
the status of a dialogue, can propose guidelines for the formulation of the system output.
It can also facilitate the design of the specification of what the system can recogniie.
With a speech interface that asks the right questions and has a solid expectation of the
input, users are less likely to say out-of-set phrases.

Human Factors techniques can also be used to find a solution to the necessity of
lengthy prompts explaining how to phrase the input. A way to do this might be to design
implicit prompting in such a way that it has a high chance of eliciting the right response
in a certain format. Conversational partners frequently and unknowingly adopt each
other's conversational style in human dialogue (Danzinger, 1976; as referred to by
Zoltan-Ford, 1989). Assuming that a certain format of the system output increases the
likelihood of users formulating their input similarly, users may automatically adjust their
input in the desired way when system output resembles the desired input with respect to
syntax and semantics.

It will need good interface crafting to take advantage of the faster speed of
speech. Only a carefully designed speech interface can overcome many aspects of the
problematic combination of the complexity of speech and the current technological
limitations. Even when technology is not fully capable of dealing with the complexir of
its domain, it should be able to produce an outcome that is successful from the user's
point of view. A number of issues need to be taken into account in the design process of
such a speech interface. A closer look at them will provide an overview of the domain of
speech interface design.

2.2.1 Prompting and Phrasing

High levels of speech recognition accuracy are still very difficult to attain. Lea (1982; as
referred to by Casali et aL, 1990) suspects more than eighty variables influencing speech
recognition accuracy. Since we are dealing with fallible speech recognizers3, the main
question is how to engender users to produce the input that the system can recognize.
The most direct and important influence on how callers phrase their input, is the way
they are prompted for it by the system.

Prompts are output by the system that either give the user instructions or
information, or ask the user for a particular input. There are many different ways of
prompting, of which the prompts that ask for input are of primary importance to
phrasing by the user, and therefore to efficiency. In an internal study at NYNEX
Telecommunications significant differences were found in subjects' task compliance as a
result of a prompt-type treatment (G.L. Gabrys, M.Sc., personal communication,
November 1996, PureSpeech, Inc., Cambridge, MA). The phrasing of the input, as
expected by the system, will set a minimum requirement for the grammar that specifies
what the system can recogniae.

Different ways of prompting can result from varying and combining several
prompting techniques such as the length of the prompt, the use of examples, and the use
of beep tones as speaking cues. Prompt length is assumed to have the effect of eliciting
user input of the same length and comprehensiveness. Examples can clarify how the user
can phrase the input, but they also slow down the interaction. Beep tones can be used as

PureSpeech has recently built a recognizer that is able to achieve high accuracy levels, in the
order of 96% to 99%. Even if recognizers were perfect however, they would not be able to
recognize out-of-set data.
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an indication of mm-taking, to prevent users from talking while the system is not yet
ready to process their input.

2.2.1.1 Text To Speech versus Prerecorded Speech

Speech output can be generated by a Text To Speech (ri's) engine. Ti's is synthetic
speech. A ITS engine takes a text string as input and produces speech sounds according
to a set of transformation rules. Another solution is to record a human voice, and string
the prompts together from different wave files. Using synthetic speech is much easier
than making all the separate recordings of prompts or parts of prompts and
programming them to be stringed together. Synthetic speech does not sound natural,
however.

There are also empirical findings that TI'S has a negative influence on the
performance of the users. Ralston, Pisoni, Lively, Green & Mullennix (1991; as
described by Paris, Gilson, Thomas & Silver, 1995) concluded that processing speed and
comprehension of natural speech was better than that of synthetic speech. It must be
noted, however, that the TTh engine used in their study was relatively poor. Synthetic
speech systems do not have the same richness as natural speech (Spiegel, Altom, Macchi
& Wallace, 1988; as referred to by Kamm, 1994), and the perception of artificial speech
imposes greater processing demands on the listener (Luce, Fuestel & Pistoni, 1983; as

referred to by Kamm, 1994).
Applications that must be able to generate an unlimited vocabulary, such as

reading machines for the blind, for instance, usually make use of ITS (Paris ci aL, 1995).
When the vocabulary of an application is limited and all possible speech output is fully
known and stable over time, prerecorded speech is an appropriate choice for the voice
output (Kamm, 1994).

2.2.2 Grammar
The interaction between a user and an ASR intethce consists of a series of steps or states.
.\t each state there is a certain set of words or phrases that the system can recognize.
This set is called the rncognition cvntext and is defined by the grammar. The grammar
specifies the wonls—.commands, for example, the type of words—city names, for
instance, and phrases—such as queries, that the system expects in the user input at every
step. Anything that is not contained in the grammar cannot be recognized.

Since the system's requests for input are supposed to elicit a certain range of
responses, the grammar needs to cover this range. At every state both the grammar and
the prompts must refer to the same domain, and imply the same syntax to the extent
necessary. For example, a ver open-ended prompt may not be ver helpful when the
grammar is restricted. When an opening prompt of a transit information system asks
users to specify their joumey, the grammar needs to include all words and phrases that
can be expected in the response to this request, such as station names, times, and dates,
for instance. Since users may embed their input in extraneous speech, which mechanisms
such as word spotting can only partly allow, it is better to let grammars cover a
somewhat wider range than the necessary input. By letting the grammar be a superset of
the domain implied by the prompting, it will have a high chance of containing the actual
user responses.

2.2.3 Feedback
Feedback from the system to the user is of special importance in a speech interface.
Capindale ci al. (1990) observed nineteen volunteers interacting with a Student
Information System which used a natural-language interface. For the users of this
database application, feedback reduced both training and start-up time. Feedback also
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maintained the flexibility of the
natural language interface, and it
worked towards motivating the
users. In addition to error messages,
the feedback consisted of an echo
of the user input. This echo was a
translation from the natural
language to a database query and
appeared on the screen in front of
them. The participants felt that the
feedback taught them how to
phrase subsequent requests and it
encouraged them to explore a wider
variety of queries.

In an elaboration on the
'layered-protocol model' of lavlor
(1988), Engel c/aL (1993) speak of
the necessity of display of feedback
and expectations in user interfaces.
They draw the conclusion that, in a
user interface, feedback, both about
interpretations and expectations, as
well as correction procedures, needs
to be presented to the user in order
to make the interface efficient, and
easy to use. Feedback allows for the
communication of intentions, and
for verifying whether messages are
correctly interpreted. Efficiency of
communication is a determinant of
user comfort (Casali c/ al., 1990)
and user performance.

Feedback is essential, but at
the same time it is problematic in a

speech interface because of the alternation of listening and speaking l)y the users. Since
for interactions with IVR systems both user input and system output are transferred over
the same channel, namely the auditory modality, feedback cannot be presented at the
same time as other output or during user input. Even if feedback could be played during
user input, it would be highly demanding for the user to formulate input while listening
to the output. This means that feedback has to be carefully placed in the sequence of
input and output phrases.

2.2.4 Error Correction
It is important for every type of interface to provide for error correction. This is
especially true when costs induced by errors are high, for example when funds are
transferred between bank accounts. Errors can result from users saying the wrong thing,
or the system misrecognizing what they say. Speech recognition will succeed with a
certain probability, which is most often around 9O°/o for in-set utterances for
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contemporary commercial applications4. For the remaining cases, along with out-of-set
data and user mis-statements, an error correction mechanism is needed.

There are several possibilities for such a mechanism. One option that is often
used is explicit confirmation. The system tells the user what it recognized, and asks for
confirmation with a phrase such as "Did you say I..]?" A possible problem with explicit
confirmation may be that users tend to confirm such feedback too readily, without really
paying attention to it (L.J.\l. Mulder, Ph.D., personal communication, June 1997,
Groningen University, the Nethedands). Another option is a backup facility. \X1enever
the user notices that something is misunderstood by the system, they can backup and
provide the input again. Countermanding is another option, where the user can interrupt
the discourse with a phrase such as "No, that's wrong", which will cause the system to
interrupt the action it was about to take and do something else instead. The difference
between explicit confirmation and countermanding is that the first option is initiated by
the system—typically when a recognition has a low confidence measure—and the second
option is initiated by the user—when they perceive an error.

The eventual choice for the type of error correction will be based upon
considerations such as the type of application, the type of action the system is
performing, efficiency, intrusiveness, cost and fatality of errors, and a trade-off between
speed and accuracy.

2.2.5 Help

Another issue in the design of a vul interface is how to provide help to the user without
interrupting the flow of the interaction, and preferably only to users that require it. Since
all input and output in a solely auditory interface can only be transferred in a sequence,
help messages will slow down the interaction with an IVR system. This is acceptable as
long as the help messages are needed and improve the interaction by preventing incorrect
user input, for instance. When help messages, such as examples of possible input, are not
needed by the user, they may become irritating, because the user has to wait for them to
be played.

In an experimental study on the usefulness of a speech interface for a hand held
audio messages recorder, Stifelman, Arons, Schmandt u' Hulteen (1993) concluded that
customization of both the amount and pe of feedback—which is a type of help—is
necessary in a speech interface. User initiated customization would slow down the
interaction, however. An optimal interface would perform such customization
automatically, based on the behavior of the user (Kamm, 1994), thereby increasing time-
efficiency.

One possibility for providing help at appropriate times is to do this only when the
user's speech is not recognized (on rejection), or when the user does not speak at all (on
time-out). Besides providing help on rejection and time-out, a specific help command
can be made available. In the latter case, the user needs to be instructed about that
command, and reminded of it at intervals. How help is provided in a speech interface
must be weighed along with the size of utterance-complexity, costs of errors, desired
speed of the interaction, duration of system output, and so forth.

2.2.6 Turn-Taking
Human discourse contains numerous cues that provide guidance to the conversational
partners on the dialogue itself. Among cues such as feedback on the status of
information and the exchange thereof, these partially subliminal messages include

The recognition accuracy level of 9O°o for in-set utterances can be much lower when users say
out-of-set phrases.
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indicators of who is the speaker and who is the listener, and at what moments these roles
change. Indication of turn-taking is important for the efficiency of a dialogue, since it
allows the speaker to provide all the information they deem necessary before the listener
returns an appropriate response. When it becomes apparent to the listener that the
speaker expects a response, the listener will evaluate the status of information exchange
with the help of discourse indicators and become the new speaker.

These cues must be made apparent in the discourse between an ASR application
and its user. Several possibilities are open here, since there are many different cues in
human discourse that achieve this kind of indication. These indicators could include the
wording and intonation of the prompts for example, or they may be a distinctive signal,
like a beep tone.

\Vhen the recognizer does not have the 'barge-through' feature especially—which
would allow users to interrupt the system output by talking before the end of the
prompt, clear indicators for turn-taking are important for efficient interaction. Such an
indicator could be a distinctive signal, like a short beep tone. Even when 'barge-through'
is implemented, however, if users are unaware of the possibility of interrupting the
system output, or they are used to systems that let them wait for a beep tone before the
can speak—such as telephone answering machines, for example—they will wait for an
indication of turn-taking. In these cases a more natural cue, such as a change in
intonation, could be helpful.

2.2.7 Call-Flow Design
How-charts are a simple, but useful tool for dialogue design (Dix, Finlay, Abowd &
Beale, 1993). How-charts that specify the course of the interaction between a telephone
system and its callers are known as call jiows. The linear sequence of actions that is typical
of dialogues is represented in a call-flow by the interconnection of system output and
user input. This overview of the functionality of the svs tern is abstractly represented by
boxes and connectors.

As can be seen in Figure 2.4, in a call-flow the system's prompts are contained in
rectangular boxes—mostly representing recognition states—and user input in
parallelograms, while internal system actions and decisions are represented inside
lozenges. Transitions between system output, user input, and system decisions are
indicated by arrows. System output typically consists of a set of different prompts for
each state: the opening prompt for the state in question and a time-out prompt. The
time-out prompt is played when the system does not detect any input after the first
prompt. Feedback is also included in the prompts, and can usually be found in the form
of variable names in the prompt strings.

Figure 2.4 shows the call-flow for the train schedule menu as it would eventually
be implemented in the Commuter Rail system as part of the experiment application for
this study—see also section 4.4, Materials and Apparatus. In this state of the interaction
the system reports the schedule for a certain train and then prompts the caller with
further options. The user can request information on an earlier, later, or a different train
altogether, or request for the information provided to be repeated. In the user input for
this state, the word "train" and the phrase "this information" are optional. This means,
for instance, that the system can recognize both "Earlier" and "Earlier train" as a request
to search for an earlier connection. When the user reenters this state, either directly, or
indirectly by specifring the data for a different train, the system will play a shorter
version of the prompt, assuming that the user already has some idea of the possible
options. This prompt tapering (Yankelovich, 1995 and 1996) is represented here by
'prompti' to 'prompt3'. Please see pages 37-38 and 57-58 for more examples of call-
flows.
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Merely mimicking a DTMF interface may look like an easy and smart approach for
building a speech interface, since the DTMF menu structure is already familiar and simple
to implement. Such a speech interface, however, would not do justice to the flexibility,
possibilities and naturalness of speech. Fay (1992; as described by Schumacher ci aL,
1995) compared user preferences for DTMF and ASR input methods, demonstrating that
it is useless to copy the DTMF menu structure in an .\SR interface.

In a touch-tone interface the mapping of digits to menu options needs to be
explained, and users are often instructed to end their input by pressing a designated
button on the telephone key-pad. In a speech interface these lengthy and cumbersome
instructions are not necessary, since commands can simply be called by their name.
Speech also allows the combination of commands or data in a single phrase. Because
natural language can often lead to a desired action more directly this way, the ASR
interface structure will be ver different from DTMF.
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2.3 Summary
By the use of DTMF interfaces, IVR systems have been deployed for years in various
kinds of services. Since the desired functionality for these systems is running into the
limitations of touch-tone interfaces, designers are turning to ASR as a possible solution.
With advantages such as naturalness and high flexibility, speech can expand the
boundaries imposed by touch-tone and improve user interfaces in their efficiency and
usability.

The disadvantages of speech—possibility of misrecognitions and relatively high
startup costs—can be overcome by the combined efforts of Human Factors and ASR

Engineering. By taking certain VU! design issues into account, such as prompting,
feedback, and turn-taking, Human Factors can provide an important contribution to
enabling optimal use of the flexibility and naturalness that speech has to offer, while
maintaining high levels of user performance.
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3 Research Question and Rationale

A theoretical evaluation of the suitability of

ASR[or 1VR systems, and ofuserpefore'iance and

acceptance ,."ith ,eiped to speech inkfaces, leading to

theproposal for the &sign of this study

I yR svstenls can only find their way into the commercial market if they are cost-
effective. This means that the applications have to be able to handle a large number of

calls in a short time, and satisfy every caller with their ability to be at service. If the
system is not able to complete a session within a certain time frame or is not able to
handle a certain number of calls at once, customers are not optimally able to reach the
telephone information system to make use of its service. If the callers do reach the
system but are not satisfied with how it works, they will avoid using it, and need
expensive time with an operator or an employee at the company.

In this chapter a research question will be posed to examine the influence of
factors that are part of the choices to be made in building a speech interface for
automated telephone systems. The different approach towards interaction of DTMF and
.\SR—as illustrated in section 3.1—indicates that when the limitations of a touch-tone
system impinge on the functionality of an automated telephone system, it may be time to
consider replacing it with speech technology. Empirical support for the suitability of
speech in this respect is provided in section 3.2. In addition to the technical performance
of the system it is user performance and acceptance that have a direct influence on cost-
effectiveness. Section 3.3 will elaborate on user performance and acceptance with respect
to speech interfaces, showing that careful prompt design can lead to the optimal amount
of user freedom and the necessary user input curtailment, as described in section 3.4.
The research proposal is described in section 3.5, followed by section 3.6 on the

expected results.

3.1 System Directiveness
Many automated telephone systems are very directive towards their users. They take the
user step-by-step through their DTMF menu structure and tell the user what to do at each
step. The user is told which key to press for which option, or to spell out words on the
telephone key-pad. Here it is not the user, but the system that is in full control of the
interaction. The following transcription of a call to the commuter rail schedule
information line of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority5 (MBTA) will
illustrate such a system-controlled interaction:

\IBT.v "If you are traveling on lines going towards or going away from North Station,
press '1'. If you are traveling on lines going towards..."
Ca/kr intemepts bjpressing '1
MBTA: "For the Fitchburg line, press '1'. For the Lowell line, press '2'. For the Haverhill-
Reading line, press '3'. For the Rockport-Ipswich line, press '4'. To return to the main..."
Ca/kr interrupLc 1ypressing '4

The MBTA telephone infbrmation center can be reached at +1-617-222-3200.
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\IBTA "For information on the last train from North Station, press '1'. If you are
traveling on lines to North Station, press '2'. If you are depaeii4g from North Station..."
Caller interrupts bypressi,g 2
MBT.: "Please enter the first four letters of the station you are departing from."
Callerpresses '7625 ' where the thgits comipond repectim to "ROCK" on the telephone kej-pad

MBTA "Rockport Station. If this is the correct station, press '1' now to continue."
Callerpresses '1'.

\tBTA. "For departures from Monday through Friday, press '1' now."
Caller presses '1'

\IRF.v "All time entries must be concluded by pressing the pound key. Please enter the
time you wish to arrive, followed by an 'A' for .M, or P' for PM. Conclude your entry
with the pound key. For example, for three o'clock PM, you would enter '300P', followed
by the pound key. Please enter the time you wish to arrive, now."
Caller presses Y)730' .i,id oats during, the period of silence that follows.

MBTA "I'm sorry, you've entered the time incorrectly. Please reenter your arrival time
noig

Caller presses 973O' and walts di,ing the period of silence thatfollows.

MBTA "Please hold while I transfer you to an operator. You'll hear a click followed by a
brief period of silence."

The speech recognition community increasingly takes a ver different approach. Far
from directing the user's every move, it is actually continually pushing recognition in the
direction of allowing users to say anything,, thereby giving them complete control over the
discourse. An example of how such a system functions in real life can be found in
Europe, where the Philips Research Laboratories in Aachen, Germany developed a train
schedule information system (Aunt, Oerder, Seide ó' Steinbiss, 1994). The Telcfonische
Automatische Bahnfahrplan-Auskunft (TABA) welcomes its callers with the phrase "Wie
kan ich Ihnen hilfen?" ( 'How may I help you?"), as in the following translated
transcription (Aust ci aL, 1994):

TABA. "Good morning. This is an automatic timetable information service. How may I
help you"
Caller "I need a connection from Hamburg to Munich."
TABA. "When do you wish to travel from Homburg to Munich?"
Caller. "No, Hamburg to Munich."

\Vhich approach is suitable for what type of application—whether the system-
driven or the free approach—is by far not clear-cut. In fact, it is not even dear whether
one extreme would have a distinct advantage over the other. What leads to a high
efficiency in one application may be inefficient in another. The same counts for user
comfort.

It is evident that a system-driven DTMF menu structure is too inflexible and
unnatural for the desired functionality of contemporary IVR systems. Intuitively, one
would say that an open question in a speech interface, allowing the user to formulate
their question or command in any way they desire, permits them to communicate in the
most natural way with the system. Interacting with a system is not the same as interacting
with another human being, however. Users have a different attitude towards interacting
with machinery compared to interacting with another person. It may also take more
cognitive effort on the part of the user to respond to a general query than to a specific
one. When open-ended prompting is incompatible with users' attitudes towards an
automated system, or when the necessary cognitive effort is uncomfortably high,
allowing users to say anvthing may be counter-productive.

For any specific application it is necessary to investigate what amount of user
freedom works best, especially when the technology used allows for such a degree of
freedom that it begins to pose problems to the interaction itself.
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3.2 Suitability of ASR for Telephone Information Systems
One of the promising benefits of input in speech form is that it adds an extra modality—
namely, sound—to tasks that require keyboard, or other kinds of input, allowing user
attention to be divided more efficiently over different modalities. Speech offers another
mode of communication that may be used in some contexts to supplement existing
channels in a user interface (Dix et aL, 1993). Such an existing channel would typically be
vision, as in a \Vindows environment, for instance. Although telephone information
systems cannot benefit from the visual advantage, since their interfaces are solely
auditory, the advantages of speech—reviewed in Chapter 2, Speech Inter/aces for Telephone
Systems—nevertheless make ASR an excellent candidate for IVR interfaces.

When speech is to be chosen as the modality for an IVR interface, it is especially
unportant to find ways of handling the many problems that emerge when current
technological limitations are combined with the complexit of speech6. Since all the
information in an interaction with an IVR system will be transferred over the same
auditory modality, proper interface design is essential in providing a clear distinction
between input, output, and feedback. Since parallel channels are lacking in IVR system
interfaces, all transactions between the system and the user occur in a sequential manner.

The principal advantages of speech that are relevant to IVR systems, as we have
seen in Chapter 2, are its speed and flexibility, which translate into interface efficiency
and user comfort. It is this efficiency and user acceptance that are the main points of
interest of the experiment described in this report. The actual choice for ASR will depend
on whether it can be implemented into a system that is both efficient and user friendly.
The empirical support for the applicability of speech in such a system is outlined in the
next paragraph.

3.2.1 Empirical Support for Usability of Speech
Although the availability of research in this area is still low, existing empirical support
indicates the usability of speech as a modality for interfaces of automated systems. As
Martin (1989) suggests, from an intuitive standpoint human-computer interaction should
be enhanced by the speed of speech. Typing and especially spelling out words on a
telephone key-pad—a tedious procedure that is currently much in use with telephone
information systems—is significantly slower than speech, as we have seen in section
2.1.2, L.evelofAbstraction. With respect to IVR systems, spelling out words on the
telephone key-pad is even slower than typing on an ordinary keyboard. Martin (1989)
extends evidence for the claim that speech is faster than typing with an empirical study in
which subjects performed a highly interactive computer chip design task, by giving
commands with mouse clicks, single key presses, and typing or saying full words.
Subjects performed four two-hour sessions with a design package they were familiar
with, but had speech recognition added to it. In half of these sessions they were
encouraged to use speech, while for the two control sessions speech was not permitted.
For these design tasks, speech turned out to be a more efficient response channel than
typing. In this case the subjects used an ordinary keyboard. \With a touch-tone IVR
system, however, callers would have to use the telephone key-pad for spelling out.

Research on the efficiency of speech as a modality for an interface produced
contradictory results as well. While Poock (1980, 1982; as described by Damper &
\\ood, 1995) claimed that speech input was Faster than typing and also less likely to
suffer from errors, Damper ft aL (1995) showed that speech was somewhat slower and
considerably more error-prone than typing. They did this with an experimental design

6 Please see paragraph 2.2. 1 Lii De.crgn J.ciues.
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that was set up as a critical analysis of Poock's results. Their reproach was that Poock
had used commands that were unreasonably long for the keying condition of his
experiment, in which subjects had to enter naval commands and control instructions
onto a military network. By using terse commands for the keying condition instead—for
instance "LRC" instead of "Launch Rescue Craft"—and the full commands for the
speech condition, they showed that Poock's approach had introduced a bias in favor of
speech recognition.

The contradictory empirical findings mentioned above indicate that the advantage
of speech over typing also depends on the way ASR is deployed. For IVR systems speech
is clearly a more efficient response channel than the telephone key-pad, especially for
specifying names. When the advantage of speech differs for different implementations, it
may also be the domain of the application that affects the usability of speech.

That speech is especially suitable for certain kinds of interaction has been assessed
experimentally by Martin (1989), who evaluated a study by \ye (1982). In this study,
where subjects performed a baggage handling task, speech was only faster than keying
when users could say destination city tiames instead of the three-digit codes that were
used for it with keyboard input. This corresponds to the subsequent Damper c/ aL (1995)
findings described above. Martin (1989) concludes that speech as an input capability
allows for a change in the nature of the input. This means that speech may not always be
faster, but that a redesign of the task can maximize its advantage where it shows
superiority over DTMF. This may be an argument for not just replacing touch-tone
structures with an identical speech version.

By comparing different speech input simulations, Martin (1989) also confirms that
speech has a high response efficiency. High response efficiency allows the user to
respond quickly. This will lead to a significant improvement of time-efficiency only when
the task in question does not involve a significant amount of time-consuming cognitive
processes spent on parts of the task that are not directly related to the interaction. \\lwn
not the interaction itself, but other processes, such as document composition, for
instance, take up most of the time of the task, high response efficiency may not
contribute significantly to better time-efficiency. Martin (1989) states that high response
efficiency may be most beneficial for "tasks of a highyj interactive nature", that "do not
require considerable 'thinking' time between transactions."

A telephone information system, which the experiment described in this report is
concerned with, is one such domain of a highly interactive nature. Within a relatively
short time frame such a system will ask the user a series of questions which will provide
the necessary pieces of data for the system to conduct a search query or formula. The

user is able to provide these pieces of information
without having to spend considerable time thinking
about them. In the interaction with a telephone system,

1 questii-iswering t5k there is no other ongoing activity but the discourse
2. restricted system domain between the system and the user. After the user has given

3. users casional one or more pieces of information, the system will

4 users with good Iedge of the yet doma
immediately ask for further data, until it has enough to be
able to provide the requested information. A call to the

5. ad hoc system questions MBTA telephone information center, transcribed on page
6. immediate users answers 16, is such an interaction. This kind of interaction is

typical for what Martin (1989) considers speech to be a
Iaiae 3.1—-Lharactenstit:c of tasks or very suitable modality because of its high response
,,hjch natural lanuqe is most bke y to be efficiency. With a speech interface, the MBTA interaction
efliiie (Cindak & Cranfoni, 7990) described earlier could look like this:
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MBTA "From which statin to which station would you like to travel?"
Caller: "From Rockport to North Station."
MBTA. "From Rockport to North Station. Around what time and on what day of the
week?"
Caller "Around 7:30, on Thursday."

Additional support for the claim that speech is suitable for telephone information
systems comes from an extensive review by Capindale et alL (1990) of a variety of
experimental work on the usabiit of speech recognition in different applications. They
conclude that natural language is indeed likely to be the most effective method of
interaction for certain specific tasks. These tasks have a number of features that are
characteristic for interactions with telephone information systems, such as a transit
information system, for instance. These tasks typically involve inunediately answering ad-
hoc questions from the system by occasional users that have good knowledge of the
restricted domain—see also Table 3.1.

Also, most users of IVR systems are likely to be occasional, since they only use the
system when they need the particular service or information it provides. Occasional use
of a system inhibits command language training, but with a speech interface users with
good knowledge of the system domain are able to quickly answer the questions the
system asks, as long as sufficient instructions are provided about language restrictions.

3.2.2 Conclusion
It is evident that speech recognition has much potential. X1ien it is employed in user
interfaces, it can vastly improve the efficiency of the interaction with an IVR system.
\Vhen the interface is properly designed it will also lead to a high level of user
friendliness and hence have a high level of user acceptance. Some contradictory empirical
findings, however, indicate that designing a good \ii is not simple.

Careful speech interface design is necessary to maintain a clear distinction
between the different types of information in the dialogue, such as instructions, requests
for input, and feedback, since they travel over the same auditory channel. Empirical
findings supporting the usability of ASR in automated systems show the high response
efficiency of speech, which makes speech interaction generally faster than interaction by
keyboard or the telephone key-pad. The higher response efficiency of speech can only be
exploited by careful implementation, however. Also, as we have seen on page 19 of this
section, the domain of the application has an influence on the advantage of speech. For
the highly interactive question-answering tasks common with IVR systems natural
language is a ver effective method of interaction.

The capabilities and limitations of the speech technology used will define a
starting point for Human Factors considerations of the design of the interface. By taking
cognitive psychological and perhaps sociolinguis tic considerations into account, an
efficient and user friendly ASR application can be built despite the limitations of the
speech technology. An empirical clarification of the aspects of user comfort and
efficiency is necessary to allow Human Factors to develop designs that optimally exploit
the potential of ASR.

3.3 User Performance and Acceptance
\\hether a directive or more non-directive type of interface is best for IVR systems and
whether only simple or also more complex speech input is to be preferred depends on a
number of different aspects. Irrespective of the modality of the interface, these aspects
will always include the capabilities of the technology used and of the system itself,
attitudes of the users to automated systems in general, including psychological factors,
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such as the degree of confidence the user has in the capabilities of the system, or the
perceived amount of control over the interaction.

The status and influence of some of these aspects are well known already. The
capabilities and limitations of the technology that is being used, for instance, will always
be known from testing and experiences with previous implementations, and serve as a
clear starting-point for the design of an application.

The specifications of the technology used are not the only factor, however, that
has an influence on determiners of system quality, such as time-efficiency, task-
efficiency, and task compliance. Factors concerning users' attitudes towards the system
are also to be considered. Some of these factors, such as the user's perception of control,
are not as clear as the specifications of the technology, but can be supervised. Yet other
factors, such as the degree of user confidence, need to be studied more closely before
they can be controlled or at least influenced in a useful manner, since they are
interconnected with a number of other aspects in a complicated way.

3.3.1 User Comfort
We are becoming increasingly accustomed to interacting with machinery and systems,
and the need and usefulness of IVR systems is now widely acknowledged. There are,
nevertheless, still some users who prefer not to interact with automated information
systems at all, but insist on talking to a human operator instead. But even people who do
use contemporary IVR systems, also show dissatisfaction, and frustration even, with the
design of these systems (Schumacher et aL, 1995). This means that much still needs to be
done to improve user comfort and acceptance of automated telephone systems.

Since speech is people's most natural way of communication, its use in an
interface may be expected to lead to a higher degree of user comfort. Certain issues need
to be taken into account, however, before this expectation can be realistic. With ASR
systems, there are three major factors that have an effect on user comfort.

The first factor is the ability of the system to recognize the user input. If its
formatting is completely left to the user, it is harder for the system to predict what it
might receive as input. The system has to be able to allow a wide range of possibilities,
but with larger recognition contexts, recognition will be harder. Although speech
technology is vastly improving, the combination of speaker independent, phone-band7,
continuous speech limits the size of recognition contexts8 considerably when high levels
of recognition accuracy need to be maintained. This limitation has a direct impact on the
freedom of the user. Much can be done with keyword or phrase spotting, but the task
will become considerably harder when meaning has to be deducted from the often
ambiguous sentence structures that are inherent to natural language. Difficult recognition
may mean that the system just needs more time to perform, but it may also mean that it
makes more errors, or has a higher chance of not being able to recognize the input at all.
From the user's point of view a system that is either slow, or inaccurate, or both, is not
comfortable to use.

The term 'phone-band' refers to the limited frequency range of an ordinar telephone line.
Karis Dobroth (1991) specify this range as 300 to 3400 Hz. Wide-band' refers to the
frequency range of speech input that enters through a microphone directly hooked up to the
system. On personal computers, speech is usually sampled at 22,054) samples per second, which
means that the maximum frequency that can be detected is 11,025 Hz. On other systems it is
very common to use a 16,000 Hz. sample rate, leading to an upper bound of 8,000 Hz. The
lower bound of the 'wide-band' frequency range will depend on the threshold-frequency that is
chosen to reduce noise—this could be 130 Hz., for instance.

Please see section 2.2.2 for an explanation on reagnition context.
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Besides these limitations on the side of the system, there is a second factor that
may influence user comfort. The large degree of freedom that speech allows may induce
discomfort in users. In addition to being accustomed to receiving very precise
instructions from automated telephone systems that work with DTMF, users may be
uncertain about how to formulate their input. They have never had the freedom of
natural speech in previous systems they have known, so they just do not know what to
do with it once they have it.

A third factor of possible influence on comfort is the users' confidence in the
system's capabilities of recognizing and understanding their speech input. Especially
when users realize that the recognition is faulty, discomfort may be induced by a fear that
the system may not understand what is being said. A dialogue can be propedy
maintained only when both conversational partners know that the other party is able to
listen and understands the context of the conversation. Therefore, a limited context must
be defined for the interaction and made clear to the user.

.\Jl these issues are important for the way an ASR application interacts with its
users. The larger the discrepancies between the approach of the system and the approach
of its users, the greater the likelihood of lower efficiency and user comfort.

3.3.1.1 Sociolinguistic Considerations

\\ith powerful ASR applications that are being built under the assumption that people
prefer to communicate using unrestricted speech, users are not required to learn how to
phrase their input. However, there are reasons to suspect that users might be equally or
more satisfied with a more controlled interaction:

I —Automated cystems and machines are aidely used for obtaining information or senth. and

people are accustomed to iystem-dth.en interactions. Besides the wide variety of IVR systems,
people use machines such as Automated Teller Machines (ATM), train ticket
machines, parking ticket machines, etc. The typical interaction with these systems is
completely directed by the system instead of by the user, and is generally efficient in
terms of error rate, task compliance and time-efficiency. If people associate restricted
interactions with the efficiency of machines, owing to their past experience with
automated systems, then there may not be a special need for more free interaction. It
might even make users doubt the reliability or efficiency of ASR applications that do
not use such restricted communication. Buchheit & Moher (1990) conducted an
experiment in which subjects had to fill out a multiple choice questionnaire, to
determine expectations in human-computer discourse. The results supported their
intuition that people would expect a consistent and higher level of assertiveness from
computers than from human beings. Zoltan-Ford (1989) found that subjects did not
feel hampered by imposed restrictions on their speech input, because they expected
computers to have a limited vocabulat-v and a need for at least some consistency, and
they thought that communicating with a computer required prior learning. With
automated systems, people might feel uncomfortable about being in control, and
prefer a more directive system for that reason. The image of the computer as a cold,
methodical device may be less threatening than a model that is more human-like
(Buchheit ci aL, 1990).

2—System-d,it'en interactions are free Jivm the costs of soda! interaction. In ordinary human-to-
human conversation, a certain amount of time is spent on social formalities such as
greeting the conversational partner. The amount of time spent on the social part of
the interaction will depend on various aspects, such as culture, for instance, but in an
efficient system-driven interaction time will probably not need to be spent on this.
Since social formalities and politeness are inherent to inter-human communication,
people may use or expect, if only subconsciously, the social part of the interaction
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with natural language in ASR applications as well. Although users will not expect the
machine to say "How are you today?"—since a high level of socialization is irrelevant
for the mere task of interacting with an automated information system— there is a
need for a certain degree of politeness. Systems represent the company that provides
the users with the service, so what the system says is really the company talking to its
clients.

3—People may feel uncomfortable in situations in which thy do not knon how tofon'nulat.e what
they uish to sd). People are used to the need for formatting their input in a certain way
when interacting with automated systems. They realize that this is necessary for the

system to be able to handle their
input. Subjects of the Zoltan-Ford
(1989) study on shaping and modeling
user input stated in post-session
interviews that they were not hindered
by restrictions, because they did not
expect the computer to have the same
vocabulary as its users. Similarly,
when interacting with an ASR
application, users are likely to assume
that not everything can be recognized
either. This assumption is quite
correct, since even the most powerful
speech recognizers restrict to some
extent the domains and format of the
input. If such systems give or seem to
give their users complete freedom
over how to formulate their input, the
users may feel uncomfortable about
not having prior instruction on how to
do that best.

4—Individual diffirences exist in the amount of
information that people tend to gii in a single
utterance. In natural language, some people
may consistently use short discrete
sentences instead of more complex ones
containing a large amount of information,
while other people may prefer lengthier
phrases. If complete user freedom were
allowed in the interaction with a speech
application, so that users can either say
complex or short phrases, this would not

pose a problem. In practice, however, a certain amount of predictability of the
complexity and formatting of the user input is necessary for the recognizer to handle the
speech input. To achieve this predictability, the application will attempt to induce its
users to phrase their input in a certain limited way. Users may be given a sense of more
freedom and the interaction may appear to be more natural when the input is limited to
more complex phrases as opposed to short speech commands. Unfortunately, it seems to
be more difficult to induce people to say longer utterances of a certain format than to
make them to say specifically formatted short utterances (Zoltan-Ford, 1989).
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3.3.2 Efficiency
ASR applications can exploit the communication skills and expectations that users have
developed thrnugh everyday experiences. A more efficient and effective transfer of
information between human and machine can thus be created (Leiser, 1989; as referred
to by Karnm, 1994).

Making use of aspects of human dialogue does not in itself automatically lead to a
faster interface. In a speech interface additional time will be needed, although this can
not be too much, for the necessary feedback. Also, the phrasing and processing of the
speech input will cost a certain amount of time.

Although newer versions of speech recognizers almost without exception demand
more processing power from the computer they are running on, they are also that much
more capable of accomplishing a higher recognition accuracy. In addition to this higher
level of accuracy, they are often able to handle larger recognition contexts. The ASR
communit is continuously investing effort in improving the capability of their
technology to deal with complex speech.

more powerful speech recognizer is not in itself a guarantee of better cost-
effectiveness, however. Speech technology is improving, but still has limitations that
make a continued investment in VUI design necessary. The application needs to be
designed in such a way that it limits the interaction to a certain domain, and prevents the
user input from being too varied.

A perhaps less obvious but nonetheless important reason why the ongoing
improvements in technology alone do not guarantee higher efficiency and better user
acceptance, is that the approach of allowing users to say anything in itself just may not be
the most efficient. Even if complex speech can be recognized, complete user freedom
may not be most efficient because of sociolinguistic reasons—outlined above—and
certain technical reasons—outlined below.

3.3.2.1 Technical Considerations

XUiether allowing callers to state their input using complex speech makes an application
more efficient is by far not a trivial issue to resolve. On the one hand, complex speech
speeds up the communication by allowing multiple pieces of information to be specified
in a single utterance, therewith decreasing the number of necessary steps in the
interaction. On the other hand, however, it slows down the interaction by the need for
extra time for the phrasing and processing of the speech input of longer duration, in
addition to the need for extra time to play lengthy prompts that instruct users how to
phrase their input and request the pieces of data needed. It is evident that the higher
response efficiency of speech (Martin, 1989) does not automatically lead to an increased
time-efficiency. By weighing the principal technical considerations, an answer will come
closer within reach.

1—Complex utterances mqy lead to faster interaction, because fei'er steps are necessaü to complete
it. \Vhen complex input is permitted, the interface allows the user to specify their
query or command directly and completely in a single or just a few steps, thereby
bypassing sequences of input iterations. Decreasing the number of necessary steps
can produce a dramatic increase in time-efficiency. For every step that is not
necessary, time is saved on system output, waiting for user input, processing user
inptit, etc.

2—Parado.icaly, tvmpkv utterances mqy also lead to slow interaction, because of the time .ipent
onprono:incing extraneous .ipeech and pmmpiinfor complex input. In comparison with a ver
straightforward system-driven interaction, natural speech contains extra information
that is not useful to the system. The user will spend an amount of time to provide
this extraneous speech which adds to the total duration of the interaction. When
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more complex utterances are used, lengthier system output is necessary to prompt the
user for the several pieces of data that are expected at each step. In a drive to
minimize the time spent on ever incoming call, several directory assistance services
in the United States have eliminated the natural aspect of the conversation between
operator and customer, thus paving the price for efficiency. They use recorded
messages such as "City please" and 'Which listing?" to prompt the caller for input,
while a human operator listens and acts upon what is being said without wasting rime
on social formalities. Not surprisingly, many people are under the mistaken
impression that automatic speech recognition is being used for these services.

3—Morepssingponr ii needed to recognize complex phrases. The higher processing cost
of recognizing complex speech has two consequences. First, to prevent
computational complexity from slowing down the interaction, Faster and more
expensive hardware may be needed. Second, to prevent computational complexity
from limiting the number of concurrent calls that can be handled, still more hardware
may be needed. If the need for extra computational power to recognize complex
speech exceeds a certain threshold, the cost-efficiency of a speech interface will be
lower.

-I——The user needs more time to think of how to phrase vmpkc utterances wben they are required
in agiven format. Depending on the domain of the information system, usei:s may need
more time to construct their input—before they actually say it—when the system
expects their phrase to contain several pieces of information. Certain pieces of
information may simply be less intuitive to put together in one sentence, or they may
be more difficult to put together because they are all complex figures, for example. In
addition, when total user freedom is allowed, callers may need more time to c fls truct
their input for the lack of examples after which to model it.

5—Increased userfreedom multiplies the chances of misrecognition. No matter what the power
of a speech recognizer may be, complex speech will always be more difficult to
recognize than simple phrases. Complex speech introduces larger recognition
contexts, and extraneous speech can only be filtered out by rejection—i.e. by not
being recognized as something useful, which means that is has to be processed as
well. The process of computing a recognition over a complex sentence in a larger
recognition context increases the possibility of misrecognition.

3.3.3 Conclusion
-' difference exists between the question of the amount of user freedom for ASR that is

able to recognize everything, and for ASR that has certain limitations. In the first case the
problem is whether a large degree of user freedom is efficient or not and whether users
feel comfortable with being in control of the interaction. In the second case, there is an
additional problem, which is how to induce users to phrase their complex input in the
required format while making the system appear to have an interaction that is natural, as
if the user indeed does have a lot of freedom.

Since contemporary speech technology is not able to recognize etrjthing, user
input needs to be controlled. With a higher input predictability, recognition contexts can
be smaller and consequently recognition accuracy improved. Better ASR performance will
increase user acceptance and overall efficiency, thereby making speech a more cost-
effective solution for the modality of IVR interfaces.

That the user input has to be controlled does not necessarily mean that input
phrases have to be terse. As long as the svs tern is programmed to have reasonable
expectations of user's responses, it should be able to handle input that is more complex
than single words. But the grammar should not be too complex either. While total user
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freedom may induce discomfort in the user because of an uncertainty of how to
formulate the input, it will also hamper recognition because of the lack of predictability
on the side of the system. Ideally, the system would induce input of a complexity that is
just high enough to appear natural to the user, but still simple enough for the system to
predict and recognize. A system that appears natural and elicits intuitive responses will
leave its users with a high degree of comfort. Thus, the choice of utterance complexity
can be an important one with respect to user acceptance and both user and system
performance.

3.4 Prompting and User Input Curtailment
Even the commonest of human discourse contains a complexity most people are not
aware of. Bunt (1988; as described by Engel ci al., 1993) found, for example, that in
inter-human communication more than half of the utterances are secondary messages.
Secondary messages do not contain information directly related to the topic of the
conversation. Instead they are clues containing information about the dialogue itself. The
clues that are included in communication between people indicate discourse control
issues such as mm-taking, whether something is being asked for, or given information
on, or to refer to what is understood, and to refer to what is expected.

.t field study by Zoltan-Ford (1991) provides a clear indication of a way to control
user input. By letting subjects interact with an inventory program, in a '\Vizard-of-Oz'9
type of setup, she tested whether users would automatically model their input after the
consistent vocabulary and grammatical structure of the program's output (modeling). She
also tested whether they would rephrase their input according to the program's style of
communication when the system did not understand input of a different style (shaping).
The following two transcripts of an interaction that could be typical for a loan calculator
application will illustrate the difference between modeling and shaping:

MODELING:

System: "Over how many years, at what interest rate?"
User "Over 10 years, at an interest rate of 8.5%"

ShAPING:

System: "Over how many years, at what interest rate?"
User "The loan will be paid over a period of 10 years, and the interest will be 8.5%"
System: "I'm sorry, I'm not sure what you said. Over how many years, at what interest
rate?"
Usec "Over 10 years, at an interest rate of 8.S%"

When modeling does not occur, the necessary curtailment can be achieved with shaping
after all, according to a more explicit template. Two findings of the Zoltan-Ford (1991)
study directly indicated the possibility of reducing the variability in user input by
modeling and shaping

1—For the sets of zvcabu/ary tested, user input could be mode/ed and shaped ajier the
communication sy/e ofthe system regardless of the ztxabu/a,y or length ofystem output. Mean
length of user input in the experiment was influenced by the length of computer
output. The modeling was not perfect, but the influence was significant, indicating
that different prompting techniques elicit different responses from the users.

In a 'Wizard-of-Oz' setup, subjects are told that they are interacting with an automatic system.
In the case of an ASR study, subjects would talk to an application ostensibly capable of
recognizing their speech input while an experimenter is actually monitoring what the subjects are
sating. Depending on the subject's input, the experimenter triggers predefined responses of the
system. The system output that is then played appears to the user as the system's reaction.
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2—The z'a,iabiliy of user input as better r&uced fry shaping it than by retying on the users to
model their input. The effect being stronger in the shaping condition than in the
modeling condition indicates that curtailing user input can be improved when the
user is made aware of the limitations of the recognizer.

Zoltan-Ford's (1991) experiment concludes that the design of the prompting is of
considerable importance for speech interfaces. By using the same conversational style in
the computer output as is required for user input, the input can be made more
predictable. User comfort can be increased by providing either implicit examples—
through the use of a certain vocabulary and grammar—or explicit examples. Explicit
examples will be more closely related to shaping and will therefore be desirable especially
in cases where it is difficult for users to model their input after the system output.

As the Zoltan-Ford findings have shown, modeling and shaping indicate that
different prompting techniques may elicit different responses from the user. This means
that a certain level of utterance complexity in the user input can be achieved by using a
corresponding level of utterance complexity in the system output. Different prompting
techniques will therefore determine the appearance of the system, the speed of the
interaction, and the level of directiveness. All these factors determine the efficiency of
the interaction and the comfort of the user.

3.5 Purpose of Experiment

The primary purpose of this experiment was to examine the effects of different
prompting methods on user acceptance, user performance, and task compliance. These
three factors are the primary factors of importance with respect to cost-efficiency and
user comfort.

Automated telephone information systems suffer from a set of inherent
limitations that prohibit the use of conversational speech. While the frequency range of
the public telephone network is probably the most obvious restraint, other qualifying
factors are time pressure and the fact that most users will be novices with respect to the
use of the system. The average users' lack of knowledge of what to expect makes it
imperative that the interface be straightforward and easy and intuitive to use. At the same
time, the need for time-efficiency means that it is not possible to provide extensive
explanations on how to work with the system. Vlien more time is needed per interaction
step, or a larger number of steps is necessary, time-efficiency will be lower.

In order for telephone speech application interfaces to be efficient and user
friendly, they should make the interaction appear as natural as possible, by invoking the
correct, but natural response from the user. The need for an interface that induces users
to modif their behavior to fit the requirements of the technology calls for an evaluation
of the choice of utterance complexity, examples of user input, and conversational cues.
This study investigated the combined effects of simple versus complex prompts, with the
absence versus presence of input examples, with the absence or presence of beep tones,
on user performance and acceptance.

3.5.1 Utterance complexity
As outlined in section 3.4, Prompting and User Input Curtailment, the phrasing of user input
is influenced by the wording of the system prompts. Complex-utterance prompts, for
instance, are likely to elicit complex responses. In this experiment, different prompting
techniques were used to examine the effects of complex versus simple utterances on user
preference and task completion time.

Subjects provided a test system with a predetermined number of pieces of data, in
order to obtain some information. The utterance complexity of the interaction was varied
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by either prompting the subject for a single piece of information at a time, or by
prompting the subject for more pieces of information at each step. Subjects were
requested for a single piece of information with a simple prompt, and for more pieces of
information with a more complex prompt. For all experiment conditions, the system
needed the same amount of data. Therefore, the number of interaction steps differed for
the simple versus complex conditions. More information was provided with the complex
utterances, thus making it likely that the complex condition would be more time-efficient
by a smaller number of steps. Complex utterances, however, increased total task
completion time by the time needed for the longer input and output phrases. Utterance
complexity was also expected to have a certain influence on the naturalness of the
system. More conversational speech would be more natural, perhaps leading to higher
user comfort. On the other hand, complex utterances were expected to be more difficult
to formulate than simple utterances.

3.5.2 Examples

The effects of the presence or absence of input examples were also analyzed. \X1ile both
the simple-utterance and complex-utterance prompts were expected to serve as an
implicit template for the user input, examples added to the prompt would act as an
additional explicit template. Intuitively, an example would make it easier for the user to
formulate complex input. On the other hand, the provision of examples slowed down
the interaction because of the time needed for the examples to be played to the users.

3.5.3 Beep tones

The experiment also studied the effects of beep tones at the end of the prompts. For
systems that are not equipped with the 'barge-through' feature, a beep tone may be a
necessary indication of turn-taking. When 'barge-through' is not available, an indication
of turn-taking would always need to be inserted at the end of the system prompts that
request the user for input. For such systems, beep tones are necessary in two cases: first,
when the prompt endings are not easy to detect, and second, when users have a tendency
to interrupt the prompts by starting to talk before the end of the prompt. The recognizer
that was used for the study did not have the 'barge-through' feature. The inclusion of the
beep tone treatment was expected to provide insights into the usefulness of
conversational cues.

3.6 Expected Results

3.6.1 Simple versus Complex Utterances
In accordance with Zoltan-Ford's (1991) findings, it was expected that users would
adopt the conversational style of the experimental application. In the simple-utterance
condition users would give short phrases as input, and in the complex-utterance
condition the input would consist of more complex phrases containing more information
and also more extraneous speech. Table 3.2 compares an example complex-utterance
interaction and a simple-utterance interaction to illustrate the difference between the
complex and simple condition.

Because adopting a simple interaction style would be easier (Zoltan-Ford, 1991), it
was expected that the simple condition would be more comfortable for the subjects. This
would be especially true for novice users (Capindale et aL, 1990). All subjects for this
experiment were novice users, as they did not receive any training prior to the
experiment. This was an important condition, since an IVR system such as a Transit
Information System should be able to be at service for novice users especially. Such a
system has to be able to help all callers, even when they call in for the very first time, and
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simple utterance interaction: complex utterance interaction:

1 ysrenr "Which station would you 1 .Systenr 'Prom which station to which
like to leave from?' station would you like to travel?"

Subject "From Harvard Square" Subject "From Harvard Square to Park

2 Sjstem "Harvard Square. \Vhich
Street

station would you like to arrive at?" 2 3ystenr "From Harvard Square to Park

Subject "Park Street" Street. Around what time, and on what
day of the week?"

3 Systeur "Park Street. Around what
Subject Around 8:30 Ar'.i on Friday

Ume'

Subject "Around 8:30 AM"

4 Systenr "8:30 AM. On what day of the
week?"

Subject "On Friday"

'Fable 32—I xampfr tran.c7zjtiirn of a simple utterance and a compLex utterance interaction ,iith a
subway schedule infonation system

it is likely that most users would not call in to the system on a regular basis and become
experts by frequent use.

This higher level of user comfort would yield higher user acceptance for the
simple condition. Another reason why the simple version may have been preferred over
the complex version is that step-by-step prompting would have presented the system as
an efficient and straightforward methodological piece of machinery, inspiring confidence
in the user. From field trials with two information inquiry systems Billi, Castagneri &
Danieli (1996) concluded that people associate a speech telephone system with a
traditional automated system when the interaction uses a simple grammar and is system
driven, and with human operator services when the speech used is more complex.

Higher preference and performance measures for complex utterances would arise
when their use was significantly faster than simple prompting. Complex prompting
would be more likely to be faster when users did not have to spend time on thinking
about how to phrase their response. This would be the case when it was more intuitive
to combine the necessary pieces of information in a single phrase. It would be less
straightforward to ask for eves-v piece of information separately in cases where they
combine naturally. On the other hand, complex utterances would also be preferred if the
complex condition was sufficiently simple. Since the complex condition was only
somewhat more complex than the simple condition, but still did not consist of
conversational speech, it was expected that the complex condition could also have a
satisfactory user comfort rating, or even be preferred over the simple condition.

The simple system generally expected to be more efficient (Capindale et aL,
1990). User performance in terms of total task completion time would depend on the
trade-off between step-size and the number of steps necessary for the interaction. As
described above, performance would depend on the intuitiveness of data combination in
single phrases. Recognition accuracy by the system was expected to be lower for complex
utterances, thus lowering performance rates. Performance measures therefore depended
on the provision of input examples, as described below.

3.6.2 No Examples versus Examples
In the Zoltan-Ford (1991) study, subjects quickly changed their inputs to resemble the
program's output when recognition was restricted to modeled input only. Otherwise they
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modeled their input to a much lesser degree. This implies that any restriction on the
input should be made clear to the user, either by proper feedback, or by instruction.
Restriction on user input will always exist, because of the inherent limitations of any
recognizer—in flict, the subjects for our experiment were always restricted to either
simple or complex utterances.

For the example condition of the study it was expected that examples would act as
instruction on how to phrase the input, thereby making input modeling easier for the
user. Where the input modeling was relatively difficult, in the complex condition,
examples would be especially useful. For these conditions, user performance was
expected to improve from the provision of examples In the simple condition, where
modeling was relatively easy, examples might be unnecessary—thus not leading to
performance improvements—or even unpleasant.

It was also expected that different people would react very differently to examples.
\Xlth respect to the simple-utterance condition especially it was expected that some
subjects would have a negative attitude towards examples because these might be
experienced as superfluous in this condition. Depending on the strength and variability
in attitudes towards 'unnecessary help', it was expected that examples could have a
negative effect on user acceptance for the simple-utterance condition

3.6.3 No Beep Tones versus Beep Tones
A beep tone at the end of a prompt would be a clear indication to the user that they

could start talking. Such a specific indication would not be necessary when the prompt
itself provided enough clues about turn-taking. Longer prompts were more likely to elicit
a need for indicators of mm-taking, because with longer prompts it would be harder to
know when the prompt finishes. Therefore, beep tones were expected to be especially
useful in the complex-utterance conditions and in the conditions with input examples.
The prompts of the simple-utterance condition—especially those without examples—are
short single phrases with a clear start and ending.

Also, when prompts are short the user does not need so much to start talking
during that prompt. Long explanatory prompts are much more likely to be interrupted
when the user thinks that it is clear what is being asked for. Examples especially might
be interrupted when the user does not feel the need to hear them out, and even more so
when they are not needed at all. Therefore, it was expected that beep tones would have a
positive effect on user performance and acceptance for interactions with complex
utterances in general, and with complex utterances that contain an input example in
particular, and a slight positive effect for the example condition for simple utterances.

3.7 Hypotheses
Based on the expectations described in the previous section our hypotheses were the
following,

1. User performance will generally be higher for simple interactions.

2. User acceptance will generally be higher for simple interactions.

3. Vhen the complex interactions are sufficiently simple, they will yield a higher level of
user acceptance, comparable to or exceeding that of simple interactions.

4. Input examples will generally increase user performance, particularly for complex
interactions.

5. User acceptance of input examples in simple interactions will differ strongly among
people.
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6. Beep tones as indicators of mm-taking will generally increase user performance for
complex interactions, particularly complex-example interactions.

7. Beep tones will generally increase user acceptance for complex interactions,
particularly for complex-example interactions.

3.8 Summary

Current IVR systems with a touch-tone interface aim for cost-effectiveness with a system-
driven approach, while the ASR communit is heading for complete user freedom
through the use of recognition of conversational speech. An evaluation of the balance
between these two extremes is necessary to determine optimal efficiency and user
acceptance, now that speech is increasingly becoming a solution to the limitations
inherent to touch-tone. While both user acceptance and interface efficiency may benefit
from a more complex interaction, they will suffer from this complexity when speech
recognizers cannot optimally deal with it or users do not feel comfortable with it. Speech
recognition accuracy and user comfort can be improved by implicit curtailment of the
user input. Different aspects of prompting that have an influence on this curtailment,
such as utterance complexity, input examples, and cues for turn-taking, were evaluated in
this study. It was expected that complex interactions with input examples and beep tones
would lead to the optimal combination of user acceptance and user performance.
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4 Method

An elaboration on the &sgn and
implementation of the study: the subjects, the

pmcedw,, the e>pe,i,ienta1 desi'n, and the mate,iaLc

and apparatus used

The design of the experiment application was directly derived from the design of the
experiment itself. Therefore, its setup and functionality differed from what would be

ideal for a real-life system. Efforts were made, however, to let the sv tern appear as a
ready-to-deploy telephone information system.

This chapter is organized as a comprehensive Methods section of a typical
research article. In the first two sections, the subjects of the experiment and its procedure
are described. The succeeding section outlines the experimental design. The concluding
section, before the summary, contains an elaboration on the materials and apparatus used
for the experiment.

4.1 Subjects

Thirty-two subjects were recruited by poste&°, put up in public places such as subway
stations and shopping malls. None of the subjects worked for speech recognition,
telecommunications, or market research companies. All were at least 18 years of age and
had used an automated telephone information system in the twelve months prior to the
experiment. Of the eighteen male subjects, eleven were students or younger than 30, four
were between 30 and 40 years old, and three were over 40. Of the fourteen female
subjects, eight were students or younger than 30, three were between 30 and 40 years
old, and three were over 40. Subjects were paid twenty dollars for their participation in
the experiment. The experiment was conducted on PureSpeech premises and took about
forty-five to sixty minutes.

4.2 Procedure

The subjects came to PureSpeech premises for testing. They were told that they would
help test some new telephone information systems, and that the data would be used to
improve on these systems.

The subjects were seated in an enclosed room at a desk with a telephone. In front
of them they had a booklet containing eight short scenarios. Each subject was given the
same basic instructions on how to call in to the test system for each scenario, and what
to do in case of misrecognition, or system errors—see Appendix F: Subject Instruction for
the complete text. It was explained to them that misrecognition and system errors were
not part of the experiment. They were also told that the experiment was not a test of how
they themselves performed, but that it was testing the performance of the system.

They were then asked to read the first scenario carefully—once or twice, until they
could imagine themselves in the described situation—and then call in to the system. The
system would ask them for an access code, given to them on a separate answer sheet.

10 The poster is included in Appendix B: Recndtment Poji.eron page 62.
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4.3 Experimental Design

Punching in the access code led the subject to the right system
and condition. The subjects would interact with the system by
talking to it via a telephone handset. Once they had the
information they were looking for, they would hang up, and fill

the answer on the answer sheet. After each of the eight
scenarios in the booklet was a page with thirteen rating scales.
Subjects were asked to put a check mark anywhere along the line
of each scale, according to how they felt about the last system
they called into. Each scale had two bipolar descriptive words on
either side. After the last scenario and rating scale, the subjects
were asked to place the four systems on a line to indicate
relatively how much they liked each system.

The interactions of the users with the system were
recorded on audio tape, and logged by the computer. After the
subjects had finished the eight scenarios and the final evaluation
form, a short interview was conducted, in which a set of four
questions was asked. The first two questions dealt with their
preference for utterance complexit and input examples. The
third and fourth question asked whether it was always clear to
them what they could say to the system, and what
misrecognitions were encountered during the sessions.

4.3.1

The experiment used a 2 x 2 x 2 mixed design11_.see Table 4.2. Utterance
complexity—simple versus complex—and the presence or absence of an example were
within-subject factors. The presence or absence of a beep tone was the between-subject
factor. For the assessment of effects analyses of variance were conducted with a 5%
significance-threshold p value for two-tailed tests and 100 o for one-tailed tests.

Independent Measures

4.3.1.1 Utterance Complexity

For each scenario, subjects had to provide the experiment system with four pieces of
data. In the simple utterance condition subjects were prompted for these pieces of data
in four successive steps. At each step the system was able to recognize one piece of data.
In the complex utterance condition they were prompted for the input in only two

Tabk 42—l 'he 2 X 2 X 2 mixed e.\peeimeeilu/ des:n

11 A 2 x 2 x 2 mixed design contains three binary variables, of which one or two are within-
subject variables and the other one or two are between-subject variables.
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2. Gotoflrstscenario

3. Read scenario

4. Call in to system

5, Interact with system

6. Write down answer

7. Check off rating scales

8. Gotonextscenario

9. Repeat from step 3 till last scenario

10. Fdl out global evaluation form

11. Post-Session Interview

Tab/c I. i—L'cpnmentprtcedure

no beep tone beep

no example example no example example

simple
utterance

complex
utterance
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successive steps. In these steps the system needed two pieces of data from the user in a
single phrase of speech input.

4.3.1.2 Examples

In the example condition every request for input by the system ended with an example of
how to phrase that input. This example served as a template that indicated the expected
structure of the input. In the commuter rail system, for instance, the prompt asking for
station names was: "From which station to which station would you like to travel For
example: from Prides Crossing to Salem." In the non-example condition the examples
were simply omitted from the prompts 12

4.3.1.3 Beep Tones

The system was not able to detect input while playing a prompt because a 'barge-
through' feature was unavailable for the recognizer used. Therefore, subjects had to wait
till the end of the prompt before speaking. In the beep tones condition, a short beep tone
was played at the end of eveo. prompt—i.e. at the end of the request for input in the
non-example condition and at the end of the example in the example condition—as an
indicator of turn-taking. Beeps were not played in the no-beep tone condition.

4.3.2 Dependent Measures

4.3.2.1 User Performance

\\ith respect to user performance the research focused on task
completion time, error rate and task compliance. Prompt playing

Slow Fast time was included in total task completion time, since it was an
Inaccurate Accurate integral part of the treatment—see also section 5.1.3 of the

____

discussion of results. Two types of errors could occur: systemInconsistent Consistent
errors and user errors, of which the latter one was of interest to

Imtating Pie5Ifl this experiment. User errors were a dependent variable in the
Undependable Dependable sense that user errors translate into longer task completion time

Unnatural Natural and into an increased number of recognitions by the system for

____

completion of the task. Task compliance was a control variable.
Incomplete Complete

This variable was used to exclude subjects that did not complete
Uncomfortable Comfortable the tasks as required.

Unfriendly Friendly
4.3.2.2 User Acceptance

Distracting Facilitating .Following each scenario, subjective user acceptance of the
Complicated Simple system just used was assessed with a set of thirteen bipolar

Useless Useful adjective rating scales. These scales consisted of an overall
'Unacceptable—Acceptable' scale and the twelve individual

T,h/e 4. 3—i,.'auidua/ ruling rca/es for adjective scales shown in Table 4.3. The choice of adjective pairs
aceccment of user knplanv measuer was based on a scale developed by Coleman (1985; as modified

by Casali ci aL, 1990). The rating scales were presented to the
subjects with positive and negative adjectives placed on the right
and left side of horizontal lines respectively'3.

4.3.3 Counterbalancing
In ASR studies of Capindale ci aL (1990) and Biermann, Fineman & Heidlage (1992),
learning effects were found over successive sessions. To make sure that neither learning

12 Please see Appendv C• Prompts Owniew for an overview of all prompts of the four systems.
13 Please see A4tcnthx H: Bipolar Ratvg Scales for the rating scale sheet.
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effects nor the type of system would introduce biases in our experiment, and to ensure
that every system was combined with ever experimental condition, counterbalancing
was necessary.

Counterbalancing was done according to a Latin Squar&. The order in which the
four systems were presented was counterbalanced over all subjects. Also counterbal-
anced was the pairing of the four different types of systems with the within-subject
conditions. This produced sixteen different combinations in each of the beep and no-
beep conditions. This way, the combination of four systems, times two utterance-
complexity conditions, times two example conditions, times two beep tone conditions,
added up to thirty-two different experimental setups.

Each of the thirt-v-two subjects was randomly assigned to one of these setups: all
thirty-two subjects interacted with all four systems, with a different experimental
condition for each of the systems. For each system, the subjects worked on two different
tasks in the context of one of the four conditions: simple utterance, simple utterance with
an example, complex utterance, and complex utterance with an example

4.4 Materials and Apparatus
A personal computer ran a single speech recognition application that was built especially
for this experiment. This application was written in a proprietary scripting language, and
contained all four systems. Subjects called in to this setup over a standard analog
telephone line and spoke to the computer through an ordinary telephone handset. The
computer was hooked up to the telephone line via a voice modem. A rape-recorder,
connected along the line to the computer, started and stopped recording each session
with the start and end of each phone call.

II II

14 Please see A/enthx E: Subjects andAccess Codes Oznier for an overview of the counterbalancing
for this experiment.
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Each subject went through all four beep or non-beep conditions. To decrease the
learning effect of interacting with the system over succeeding tasks, subjects
communicated with a different system for each of the four conditions. The difference
between these systems was the domain for which they provided information. Thus, four
mutually alternative S stems were built into the application.

\\liile their functionality was the same, their respective domains were different
commuter rail schedule information, auto loan calculation, auto blue book15 value look-
up, and catalog ordering. These domains seemed suitable for the desired setup. Table 4.4
provides an overview of the pieces of information required for each of the systems.

The commuter rail system provided a train number with the corresponding
departure and arrival times, the auto loan calculator specified the monthly payment in
dollars, the auto blue book gave the value of the specified car, and the catalog order
system specified the total price of the order. .\ few randomly chosen examples of
possible input arc "Twelve thirty PM" for the departure time for the commuter rail
system, "Five years" as the loan period for the second system, "Nineteen ninety six" or
"Ninety six" as the year of the car for the third system, and "Sweater" as an item name
for the catalog order system.

In the complex conditions, two such pieces of information were prompted for
at the same time. To make sure that am possible domain bias would not influence the
results, conditions were counterbalanced over domains, and so was the order of
domains.

COMMUTER RAIL

SCHEDULE INFORMATION

1. departure station

2. arrival station

AUTO LOAN

CALCULATION

1. price of the car

2. down payment

AUTO BLUE BOOK

VALUE LOOK-UP

1. make of the car

2. modet of the car

CATALOG

ORDERING

1. item name

2. quantity

3. departure time

4. day of the week

3. loan period

4. interest rate

3 mileage

4. year of the car

3. size

4. coior

Table 4.4—Oveniew of input data for the/our dffèrent domains

4.4.2 Call-Flows
The system led to one of the eight experimental conditions, depending on the last digit
of the access code'6. Since the design of the dialogues for the experiment application
were to be deducted from these experimental conditions before the actual coding, it was
beneficial to do a task analysis using a dialogue description notation (Dix ci aL, 1993).

design (Dix ci aL, 1993). Although SUNs allow for an overview of the structure of the
dialogue, they lack significant descriptive power. Therefore, dialogue design was
conducted by the use of call-flows, a similar notation that incorporated the descriptive

The term blue book is generally used to refer to standard tables of depreciation.
16 The mapping of the access code to the experimental conditions and the subjects is described in
Appenthx A. Imp/ementational Choices.
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power of ordinary flow-charts-—see also section 2.2.7. \Vith a clear overview of the
number of interaction steps, and description of the data users provide at each state, these
call-flows corresponded to a classic task analysis. The dialogues for the different
experimental conditions were thus defined, before they were implemented by coding.

For the experimental conditions, two basic types of call-flow structure were used:
simple and complex. From these two structures all other conditions were derived, either
by adding examples or beep tones to the end of the prompts, or both. The call-flow for
the simple utterance condition consisted of four steps (s\I 1 to \sM4), as shown in
Figure 4.2. At each step the caller was prompted for a certain piece of information. If the

from
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input was recognized, the system went on to the next step and asked for the next piece
of information. (For simplicity, this check on the input is not included in the call-flow in
Figure 4.2) The call-flow for the complex utterance condition consisted of two steps
(cS\1 1 and CSM3), as shown in Figure 4.3. At the first step, the user was prompted for
the first two pieces of information. If this input was recognized, the remaining two
pieces of information were prompted for in the second step.

\\lien the system recognized all the input data, it used this to search or calculate
the appropriate information. This information was then played to the caller. fter
playback, several options were presented to act on the information provided. Further
interaction following from these options would not be incorporated in the data analysis;
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their mere purpose was to provide the system a more realistic appearance. One of the
options was to repeat the information. The other options differed somewhat per system.
After information playback in the loan calculator, for instance, subjects could request a
new calculation for a different period or down payment, while the options in the auto
blue book system, for example, allowed for the specification of another year or different
mileage. A call-flow specification of this menu for the commuter rail system can be
found in Figure 2.4, on page 14.

4.4.2.1 Error Recovery

The star key of the telephone key-pad was included as a means to back up to the
previous recognition state—indicated in the call-flows by arrows marked with a '.'
pointing in the opposite direction. Thus the caller would proceed through the interface
by normal conversational interaction with the system, and back up by pressing the star
key. The star key could be used in any recognition state, with the result that the system
returned to the previous recognition state, i.e. one step back.

4.4.2.2 Feedback

11w timing of the feedback was specified by the call-flow. The feedback was always
provided immediately upon recognition of subject input, in the first prompt of the next
recognition state. All prompts that followed after another recognition state started off
with the feedback. This way, the caller was informed as soon as possible on what had
been recognized by the system.

I1ie following example illustrates this approach: the prompt that asked for the
departure time in the simple condition for the schedule information system resulted in:
"On Monday. What time, to the nearest half hour, would you like to depart?", instead of:
"\\hat time to the nearest half hour would you like to depart on Monday?" \Vith this
setup, the user was able to decide to press the star key shortly after giving the input
without having to listen to the entire prompt first.

4.4.3 Prompts17

Prompts make up the speech output that provides information, or asks information from
the user. Every state in our experiment started with a prompt from the system asking the
subject for certain information. 11w system could then either recognize the subsequent
input, not recognize it because it was said too loudly or too soon, or not recognize it
because it did not correspond to the recognition context. If the input was recognized, the
system went on to the next state, otherwise it would inform the subject that that input
was either too loud, said too soon, or just not recognized, depending on the particular
case. '1ieii misrecognition occurred a rejection prompt was played. If no input was
heard at all, the svs tern played a time-out prompt.

4.4.3.1 Prompt Design and Recording

The first prompt of every state was imp/icity directwr, this meant using an implicit template
that would covertly achieve curtailment of the variability of speech input by inducing the
subject to model their input accordingly. The time-out prompt of every state, and the
error messages, were ep/iity directiz, they were explicit requests that would overtly
achieve curtailment of the variability of speech input by shaping the phrases said by the
user. In state ASM 1 of the commuter rail system, for instance, the first prompt asked the
user: "Which station would you like to leave from?", while the time-out prompt of that
same state said: "Please say the name of your departure station."

1 Please see section A.4 of Appendix A for a further elaboration on the implementational
decisions concerned with the prompts of the experiment application.
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The prompts were polite, had a friendly tone, they were unhurried and of low-
pressure. They were kept to the point and as brief as possible. A complete overview of
the prompts for all four systems can be found in Appendix C: Prompts Oveniew on pages
63 to 66.

4.4.3.2 Feedback in Prompts

To ensure that the interface appeared as natural as possible, implicit confirmation was
implemented in the experiment application. This was done by letting the system confirm
the user input by repeating it immediately after the subject had given the input and prior
to prompting for the next input. Unless the subject would respond to the feedback by
pressing the star key, the system would assume it had recognized the input correctly and
continue the interaction.

4.4.3.3 Examples in Prompts
All prompts in the example condition ended by giving the subject an example of how to
say the input. This meant that for every recognition state, there were several examples
available of the possible information input required, namely in the first prompt, the time-
out prompt and the error prompts.

Overlap in the precise values for these pieces of information in the examples was
prevented, however. Examples were different from each other, and also different from
the data used in the scenarios.

Since even- subject would go through one different experimental condition for
each of the four systems, examples were kept fully consistent over the complex versus
the simple condition. Consistency was maintained over the data used for the examples,
and the type of prompt they appeared in.

4.4.3.4 Overview of Prompt Structure

Most of the prompts started with feedback on what was recognized in the previous state.
No feedback was provided in the prompts of the first recognition state of the interaction,
or the prompts of the state in which the system reported the requested information.
Prompts between the example and non-example condition respectively differed in the
presence or absence of an example at the end of each prompt. The most complex
prompt structure could therefore be found in the prompts of the example condition of
the recognition states that required one or Iwo pieces of information from the caller. The
most complex prompt structure consisted of respectively: (1) feedbacks (2) a request for
input, and (3) an example of possible input. For state CSM3 of the auto loan calculator,
this prompt-structure led to the following prompt:

"Okay, %amount dollars with %d dollars down. Over how many years at what interest
rate For example: over 5 years, with 6.7% interest."

If the user had specified a 19,000 dollar loan with a down payment of 2,000 dollars prior
to this prompt, for instance, then the variable %amotint would be "19,000" and °/odowrz
would be "2,000".

4.4.4 Grammar

All input that could be recognized by the system was specified in recognition contexts.
Every state of the interaction—corresponding to the rectangular boxes in the call-
flows—had its own recognition context. Only what was defined in these grammar
specifications could be recognized. All detected input that could not be matched to what
was specified for the state in question would lead to a rejection, and a rejection-prompt
would then be played to the user, asking them to repeat their input.
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4.4.4.1 Grammar Size and Recognition Accuracy

Recognition accuracy had to be maximized, and therefore recognition contexts needed to
be as small as possible. They were limited to the data provided in the scenarios that the
subjects had to go through and to the data that was used in the example prompts of the
system. Any input other than what was given in the scenarios and examples could
therefore not be recognized.

.\ typical grammar for a recognition state would consist of five different options
for input, since it had to allow for the data provided in each of the two scenarios, and for
the examples given in the opening, time-out and rejection prompts. While a grammar for
departure times in a schedule information system, for instance, normally would allow for
input of the entire range of times, the grammar for departure times for the commuter rail
system of this study was reduced to times with an hour specification from a limited set
of hours, concatenated with an optional "thirty" for the minutes and ".M", "PM" or
"o'clock".

Subjects would not be aware of this limitation, since all necessary data could be
recognized. Incorrect input would either be correctly recognized if it was identical to one
of the examples, mis recognized if it would have a certain similarity to one of the
examples or data in the scenarios, or rejected otherwise. Extraneous speech not specified
in the grammars, such as "I'd like to..." or "please", for instance, was ignored as long as
the mechanism of phrase-spotting was able to detect the essential parts of the input.

4.4.5 Eight Different Scenarios18

Subjects used each of the four systems according to scenarios they were given prior to
testing. They read a different scenario for every task. Two scenarios were written for
each of the systems the subjects had to call into. This meant that each subject called in to
the application eight times, once for each of the scenarios, twice for every system.

Two scenarios for one domain applied to the same system, but differed in the
pieces of information that users were required to give as input. These two scenarios also
differed in the situation described and in the order in which these pieces of information
were presented in the text.

All scenarios described a situation in which the subject needed some information.
The system would provide the information based on four pieces of data the subjects
provided themselves. These four pieces of information were underlined and italicized in
the text to make them stand out.

Subjects were encouraged to picture themselves in the described situation by the
phrase "Imagine that you..." with which each scenario started. Instructions given to the
subjects prior to the experiment1' included reading the scenarios once or twice, until the
described situations were clear in their minds. This was also repeated on the scenario
sheets themselves, at the top of the page. Every scenario ended with a phrase of the form
"Call the I...1 Svs tern to find out..."

The first scenario for the commuter rail schedule information system, for instance,
described a situation in which the subject would call in to the system to find out how to
get to work in time on the first day of a new job. In the second scenario of the auto blue
book system, the system is asked for information on the value of a used car a friend is
interested in buying, to find out whether its owner is asking a fair price for it. All other
scenarios described situations of similar simplicity.

The scenarios were of roughly the same length of under a hundred words. They
were printed on separate sheets, and presented to the subjects separately. They were

18 Please see also Appendix D: Scena,io Oteniew on page 67.
19 Please see also Appendix F. Subject Instruction on page 70.
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bound in a booklet together with a working sheet for filling out the information provided
by the system, sheets with evaluation scales for raring the systems after each session and
an overall preference sheet for an general comparison between the systems at the end of
the experiment20.

4.5 Summary

The effects of utterance-complexity and the use of beep tones and examples in system
prompts were studied in a mixed experimental design. Thirty-two subjects were recruited
to help test telephone information stcms using speech recognition. They called in to an
experiment application that consisted of a commuter rail schedule information svs tern, an
auto loan calculator, an auto blue book value lookup system, and a catalog order system.
They interacted with the speech application according eight different scenarios—two for
each of the four systems—to obtain certain information. The interactions were logged by
the computer and recorded on audio cassette. :t the end of each of the eight runs,
subjects rated their acceptance of the sYstem just used with bipolar adjective rating
scales. At the end of their session a short personal interview was conducted to obtain
additional information on preferences and recognition problems.

°Please see Appendix G: Expeiment Uork Sheet, Appendix H: Bpo/ar Rabng SjIes, and Appemlix I:
E.xpenment Sjstem PreferenceForm on pages 71,72, and 73 for the work, ratings scales, and overall
preference sheet respectively.
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5 Results

Analysis ofuserpeformance data and user
acceptance data, and discussion of results

D ata analysis was focused on user performance and user acceptance. In this chapter
userpeformance data will be looked at first. This will be done by analyzing the

number of recognitions that were necessary for the subjects to complete the scenarios,
and by analyzing the total task completion times. User acceptance will be evaluated by
analyzing the results of the bipolar rating scales.

The cell means of the number of necessary recognitions, total task completion
time and the scale ratings will be shown in tables. The convention for the tables with cell
means of effects for two-tailed tests in this chapter is that significant results are shown in
a bold typeface while effects that are marginal are italicized. When marginally significant
effects are consistent with the predictions, their significance will be evaluated using a
one-tailed test.

5.1 Performance Data

5.1.1 Performance Data Analysis Procedure
Data on user performance was collected by automatic logging by the experiment
application and by audio recordings of the sessions. The log files specified all user
actions, such as entering of subject code or backing up, and all system actions, such as
recognition or rejection, with time and date stamps included. The audio recordings
contained both user input and system output21.

For data analysis, system output and recognition outcomes were filtered out of the
log files. Recognitions, rejections and backups were counted for each run. Total run time
and total prompt playing time were also calculated for each run22. An analysis of variance
(..\ov.) was made for the number of recognitions and for the task completion time.
Results whose significance was affected by the inclusion of system-condition pairing are
not presented here.

The number of recognitions needed per run was taken as a measure of user
performance since the interactions with the experiment application required a certain
minimum number of recognitions. Recognition amounts higher than the minimum
indicated the occurrence of rejections or backups and therefore non-optimal user
performance.

21 The main purpose of the audio recording was to serve as a possible control facility for the
quantification of the experimental data in case something in the log files would be unclear. This,
however, did not occur.

A run was a single session of one subject for one scenario, and was defined as the beginning of
the prompt for the first recognition state to the beginning of the prompt that provided the
requested information. When the subject backed up from the state where the information was
reported, the run continued until the beginning of the next report, in which case the backup was
counted and run time simply extended.
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Total task completion time was the second measure for user performance. Five
task completion times (out of 2563) deviated more than 3s from the mean and were
replaced by the mean + 3s value.

5.1.2 Analysis of Number of Recognitions
The minimal number of recognitions that was required to complete a task differed for
the simple-utterance and the complex-utterance condition. When no misrecognitions
occurred and no backups were necessary, the interaction for the simple-utterance
condition consisted of four recognition steps, and for the complex-utterance condition of
two recognition steps. After a rejection or backup the system prompted the user again
for the piece of data that it tried but failed to recognize. Therefore, any greater number
of recognitions than the minimum indicated that user performance was not optimal.

CONDITION RECOGNITIONS TIME-OUTS REJECTIOF€ BACKUPS

simp4e 4.44 0.06 0.47 0.31

simp4e-examp4e 4. 0.18 0.25 0.S3

comp4ex 3.34 0.06 0.) 1.37

cornp4ex-example 2.38 0.16 0.44 0.38

simpe-beep 4.84 0.06 0.31 0.69

sImple-examp4e-beep 4.66 0.06 0.34 0.
comp4ex-beep 263 0.06 0.25 0.75

con,p4ex-example-beep 2.26 0.06 0.22 0.25

T,h/.e 5.1—Mean number o/recognitions, time-outs, rejections and backupsfor the ejght
&\i'erimenlal erniditions

.\n on the full model yielded a significant effect of 'beep tone' X
'utterance complexity', F(1,24) = 4.73,p < .041, and marginally significant effects of
'example', F(1,24) = 3.39,p = .078, and 'utterance complexity' x 'example', F(1,24) =
3.32,p = .08 1. These effects confirmed hypotheses 6, on user performance with beep
tones, and 4, on user performance with input-examples, respectively, as described below
(for all hypotheses, see section 3.7). No effects were found to support hypothesis 1, on
higher user performance with simple interactions.

The 'beep tone' x 'utterance complexity' effect
was slightly negative for simple utterances and positive

beep tone for complex utterances. As Table 5.2 demonstrates,
beep tones led to a 5°/a increase in the mean number
of necessary recognitions for the simple-utterance
condition and to a 14°o decrease in the mean number
of necessary recognitions for the complex-utterance
condition.

It appears from these means that when the
granunar was simple, an indication of turn-taking had

Each of the 32 subjects went through eight scenarios, leading to a total of 256 runs.
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simp'e utterance 4.52 4.76

comp4ex utterance 2.86 2.46
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5.1.3

a slightly negative effect. The prompts used in this
condition were short enough to have a predictable
ending, making it easy for the subjects to realize when
they could start speaking. The slightly negative effect
may have resulted from confl.is ion when a beep tone
was played at the moment subjects already initiated

T.ihle 5.3—N,unber o[n'coniIions: their response.
oz'erall 'exumpk' çj7ètY = .078) When utterance complexity was high, however,

the beep tone reduced the number of recognitions
required to complete the task. Two possible
explanations could account for this effect. First, with
longer phrases it might have been less obvious to the
subjects when they could start speaking, and the beep
tone clearly indicated the end of the prompt. There
was a significant reduction in the mean number of
rejections when a beep was added to the prompts in
the complex conditions—see Table 5.1—indicating
perhaps that subjects did not hesitate as much when
starting to speak. Second, with longer prompts
subjects might have had a stronger tendency to

interrupt the prompt. The inclusion of a beep tone at the end of a prompt notified the
subjects that they had to wait until the end of the prompt before speaking. Lower means
for the number of rejections and backups for the complex-beep condition—see Table
5.1—supported the likelihood of this second explanation because speaking too early
could lead to mis recognition or rejection since part of the input would get lost.

The 'example' effect, though only marginally significant, suggests that examples
were helpful in general. Overall, the inclusion of an example in the system prompts may
have led to the decrease in the number of necessary recognitions by approximately 9°b—
see Table 5.3. The advantage of using an example in a prompt may be limited to
complex recognitions only, however. As shown in Table 5.4, the 'utterance complexity'
'example' effect—although only marginally significant—would indicate that the simple-
utterance condition did not benefit from the presence of examples, but that examples
increased user performance by 22°/o in the complex-utterance condition. Since this was
an expected result, this effect is significant (b = .041) when using a one-tailed test.

Analysis of Total Task Completion Time
If subjects had any difficulty with the task it was likely to cause them to take longer to
complete it. They needed more time to think about what to say, and also to back up and
rephrase their input. For subjects who had difficulty using the system, time-out prompts
were also likely contributors to increased total task completion time. When subjects did
not respond to the prompts within a certain time, the system would play a time-out
prompt.

The total task completion time included prompt playing time. While it was also
true that the example treatment increased task completion times by playing additional
prompts—namely, the example prompts—this was an integral part of the treatment and
therefore necessarily reflected in the time measurement.

Two significant interactions were found: 'beep tone' X 'utterance complexity',
F(1,24) = 8.62,p < .008, and 'example' x 'utterance complexity', F(1,24) = 5.33,
p < .03 1. These effects also confirmed hypotheses 6 and 4 respectively, as described
below. Again, no effects were found to support hypothesis 1.
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CONDITION PROMPT TIME INPUT TIME TOTAL TIME

simple 53 34 87

simple-example 64 40 104

complex 64 1Z3

complex-example 66 38 104

simple-beep 56 41 97

simple-example-beep 63 43 106

complex-beep 54 36 90

complex-example-beep 57 36 92

Table .5—Meanpnrntptphrying time, user input time, and Iota/interaction
ti,,ie tc'r the eight expeeimental conditions

In consistence with the results of the analysis of
the number of recognitions, it appears that the beep
tone had a minor negative effect on simple
recognitions but produced shorter task completion
times for complex recognitions—see Table 5.6 (cell
means are expressed in seconds). The presence of
beep tones increased total task completion time in the
simple-utterance condition by 6%, while it made
interactions in the complex-utterance condition 8.5%
more efficient. This consistency with the results of the
analysis of the number of recognitions is not
surprising, since a larger number of recognitions was
bound to lead to longer task completion times. Beep
tones may also have decreased task completion times
by eliminating the hesitation users may have felt when

___________

giving input.
In consistence with the predictions for this

study as outlined in section 3.6, E,.pected Results, the
presence of an example significantly helped complex
recognitions, but did nothing for simple ones—see
Table 5.7. With a mean difference of thirteen seconds,
total task completion times were l4 longer for the

simple-utterance condition when examples were included in the prompts. This effect was
only partly due to the length of the example prompts themselves, since these added only
eight seconds to the run in the simple-utterance condition for each of the four systems.
The remaining five seconds of mean difference would have been the result of lower user
performance in the simple-utterance condition with examples. Extra prompt-playing time
needed for the examples in a single run of the comp/ex-utterance condition varied from
five to ten seconds for the different systems, with an average of seven seconds. Despite
these seven extra seconds, examples caused mean total task completion times to be 23
seconds shorter for the tasks with complex recognitions. These results indicate that
subjects found it more difficult to phrase complex utterances in the required format and
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no beep tone beep tone

simple utterance 96 102

complex utterance 107 98

Tih1e .6—.Total tack completion time: 'beep tone'
X 'utterance comple.ily interaction (p < .008)

[ simple utterance

complex utterance

Table .7—Total taik completion time:
x 'utterance compkity' interaction (p .:03 1)
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that they used the examples as a template for their input. The formulation of the simple
input was too easy to benefit from the explicit templates provided by the examples.

5.2 Acceptance Data

5.2.1 Acceptance Data Analysis Procedure

Data on user acceptance was collected in two ways: with bipolar rating scales24 marked
off by ever subject after each nm, and with personal interviews conducted at the end of
each session. The rating scales had keywords with a negative meaning on their left side
and keywords with a positive meaning on the right. In order to quantify subject
evaluation the marks were assigned a value from 1 to 16 according to their distance from
the left side of the scale. Thus a larger scale value indicated a more positive attitude.
These values were averaged per subject over the two runs for each of the four
experimental conditions.

Ai ANOVA was conducted for the mean over all thirteen scales and for each of
the scales separately. The analysis of user acceptance was averaged over scale items and
scenarios. Subjects 7, 25, and 28 were omitted because their responses were almost
entirely extreme values (1 and 16). The system-condition pairing was not included in the
ANOVA model, although in cases where significant effects were found, it was evaluated
whether the effect interacted with the system-condition pairing.

5.2.2 Analysis of Rating Scales
No interaction effects were found between the different independent variables for the
rating scales. No significant effects were found for the mean of all rating scales. For the
thirteen rating scales separately, no significant results were obtained for the eight of the
thirteen rating scales: 'Unacceptable—Acceptable', 'Slow—Fast', 'Inconsistent—
Cons is tent', 'Irritating—Pleasing', 'Unnatural—Natural', 'Incomplete—Complete',
'Complicated—Simple' and 'Useless—Useful'.

Marginal effects of 'utterance-complexity' were found for the rating scales
'Inaccurate—Accurate' and 'Unfriendly—Friendly'. Significant effects of 'utterance-
complexity' were found for 'Undependable—Dependable' and 'Distracting—
Facilitating'. These effects validated hypotheses 2 and 3, on user acceptance of simple
versus complex interactions. No results were found to support either hypothesis 5, on
the acceptance of input-examples, or hypothesis 6, on the acceptance of beep tones. An
opposite example-effect, however, became apparent in the analysis of the
'Uncomfortable—Comfortable' rating scale. All effects, per rating scale, are described
l)ClOW.

Inaccurate—Accurate

simp'e utterance 10.15

cornpex utterance 11.60

There was only a marginal effect of 'utterance
complexity' for the 'Inaccurate—Accurate' rating
scale, F(1,27 = 3.48,p = .073. Complex systems were
considered slightly more accurate than the simple
ones—see Table 5.8. This was most likely due to the
fact that there were more opportunities for the svs tern
to make an error in the simple-utterance condition,
since these interactions consisted of twice as many
steps as the complex-utterance condition.

Tabk 5A— 'lnaa7lrale—Aa.7Irate
'lilterance eompk.ity' effect (p = .07.3)

24 Please see Appendix H: Bpo1ar Rating Scales on page 72.
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Undependable—Dependable

simple utterance 9.49

complex utterance 11.41

Table 5.9— 'LJndepezdable—De'pendabk

'utterance vmpk.iIy ' e[fea' (p <.005)

simple utterance 1170

complex utterance 12.50

Table 5.10— 'LJnfiendl—Friendty':
'utterance cot'7)leily' effect (p = .077)

simple utterance 9.50

complex utterance 10.50

1 ab!e 5.11— 'I )islraetin—l 'a.iliLjiin':
'utterance complexity' effect (p <.044)

no example 10.49

example 9.97

5.2.3 Post-Session Interviews

A significant effect of 'utterance complexity' was
found for the 'Undependable—Dependable' rating
scale, F(1,27) = 9.86,p < .005. Complex systems were
considered somewhat more dependable than simple
systems—see Table 5.9. Again, this may have reflected
the greater perceived accuracy of complex systems.

Unfriendly—Friendly

A marginally significant effect of 'utterance
complexity' was found for the 'Unfriendly—Friendly'
rating scale, F(1,27) = 3.38,p = .077. Complex
systems were thought to be slightly more friendly than
simple systems—see Table 5.10. This effect became
marginally stronger , F(1,21) = 3.90,p = .062, with the
inclusion of system-condition pairing in the model,
but did not interact with system-condition pairing,,
F(3,21) = .66,p = .588.

Distracting—Facilitating

A significant effect of 'utterance complexity' was
found for the Distracting—Facilitating' rating scale,
F(1,27) = 4.51,p < .044. The subjects rated complex-
utterance systems slightly more facilitating than
simple-utterance systems—see Table 5.11. This effect
lost some strength and became marginal, F(1,21) =
3.95,p < .06 1, when system-condition pairing was
included in the model. No significant system-
condition pairing x 'utterance complexity' interaction,
F(3,21) = .020,p < .997, was found, however.

Uncomfortable—Comfortable

A significant effect of example was found for the
'Uncomfortable—Comfortable' rating scale, F(1,27) =
8.25,p < .009. Users were slightly more comfortable
without examples than with examples—see Table
5.12. Section 5.2.3 gives an insight into the possible
reasons for this finding.

In the post-session interviews, subjects freely commented on what they liked and disliked
about the systems. They commented on certain aspects of the implementation, and on
the usefulness of implementing the domains of the four systems into an automated
telephone information system. A number of observations are worth mentioning.

First, most subjects appreciated the use of ASR in automated telephone systems.
Although some people were already interested in speech recognition and saw this study
as an opportunity to experience it first-hand, others who had not heard of it before were
pleasantly surprised by the usefulness of ASR. When people were not pleased with the
speech recognition, this was due to low recognition accuracy.

Second, it turned out that the subjects had very little tolerance for misrecognition.
Several subjects explicitly complained about the need to back up and rephrase input.
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Third, those subjects who disliked the entire experiment application in general, felt
this way because they did not like automated telephone systems in general. One subject
explained that, for the fust scenario, he started to say something he was certain the
system would not recognize, in the hope to be transferred to an operator.

Fourth, it became apparent that large individual differences existed with respect to
different aspects of the system. The appreciation of examples in the system output, for
instance, differed considerably among subjects. While some people stated that the
examples were helpful or at least did not annoy them, others found the examples
offensive because they felt they were being patronized. Large individual differences were
also found in the appreciation of the overall case of use of the systems. While some
people stated that they had no problems whatsoever in going through the scenarios,
others were sometimes not sure what to say. Overall, some people were indifferent to
utterance complexity, examples, or beep tones, while others stated a clear preference for
specific features under certain conditions—e.g.: examples only in complex conditions. Yet
others had more general preferences—e.g.: examples for all conditions.

I ifth, most subjects were unaware of the experimental manipulation. They did not
consciously realize the differences in utterance complexity, or that some systems
contained examples or beep tones while other systems did not, until they were asked
about it during the interview.

In spite of the large individual differences that existed between subjects with
respect to their overall acceptance and acceptance of certain features of the different
experimental systems and conditions, the interviews confirmed that high levels of
recognition accuracy are necessary at all times for good user acceptance and
performance.

5.3 Summary

The results for the total task completion times were consistent with the outcomes of the
analysis of the number of recognitions. The effects of the 'example' treatment and 'beep
tone' treatment were similar.

The addition of examples and beep tones to the system prompts led to increased
user performance for the complex-utterance condition. Despite longer system prompts
less time and fewer recognitions were necessary to complete the tasks. Interactions
involving simple utterances did not benefit from either examples or beep tones, or
became somewhat less efficient.

No significant effects were found for the mean over all rating scales or for the
specific 'Unacceptable—Acceptable' scale. For four individual scales, however,
significant or marginally significant (p < .08) 'utterance complexity' effects were found.
With the 'Inaccurate—Accurate', 'Undependable—Dependable', 'Unfriendly—Friendly',
as well as with the Distracting—Facilitating' rating scale, subjects rated a preference for
complex systems over simple systems. A significant 'example' effect was found for
'Uncomfortable—Comfortable'. Systems without examples were preferred to systems
with examples.
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6 Discussion and Conclusion

Inteipnvt.ation of stsdy nsiilts: the implications
u/this study/or the design of speech inter/aces for Ii"R

systems, and sug,gestionsJor/utun ,sean'h

I3ased
on the results described in the previous chapter, the implications of this study

are evaluated here in the first section. The limitations of the experiment will be
outlined in the second section, which will lay the ground for suggested improvements on
the design of this study described in the third section. Proposals for further related
research—in the fourth section—are based on both the implications and limitations of
this study.

6.1 Study Implications
The findings of this study on user performance and user acceptance as a result of the
'utterance complexity', 'example', and 'beep tone' treatments can be summarized in the
following six points:

• User performance in interactions with simple utterances was not affected by the
inclusion of input examples or beep tones in the system output.

• User performance in interactions with complex utterances was improved by the
inclusion of input examples in the svs tern output.

• User performance in interactions with complex utterances was higher for systems that
played beep tones as an indication of mm-taking.

• User acceptance was higher in systems that used a complex grammar for the
interaction as opposed to systems that used a simple grammar.

• User acceptance was higher in systems that did not play input examples as opposed to
systems that did.

• Large individual differences were apparent in user acceptance of input examples.

6.1.1 Naturalness of Interaction
The results indicate that most people—or at least the majority of participants in this
study—appreciate the natural interaction that speech recognition interfaces provide.
Subjects had an overall preference for systems that did not play examples of possible
input. Since examples are not present in a natural human interaction, this may explain
why subjects disliked them in the systems they tested. As elaborated in section 5.2.3, Post-
Se.sion Jnterieu subjects explicitly stated their appreciation of ASR. The higher ratings
subjects gave to systems that made use of complex utterances were also an indicator of
their preference for a more natural interaction. This would follow from the fact that
interaction using utterances that have a certain complexity is more closely related to the
naturalness of human discourse than interaction by using single-word phrases.

The expression of subject preference for complex utterances in the accuracy and
dependence ratings—and not so much in the naturalness rating—may also indicate,
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however, that it is not the naturalness of speech but a greater perceived competence of
the system that makes a smaller number of steps desirable.

On the other hand, the apparent user indifference with respect to the naturalness
of the systenis was an indication in itself of the naturalness of the systems. As outlined in
section 5.2.3, most subjects were unaware of the experimental manipulation. Just like
people are unaware of the complexity of natural inter-human discourse, the subjects did
not realize that some systems used more complex utterances. They were satisfied when
the system quickly provided them with the information they desired, without paying
attention to what type of utterance was used to obtain the information. The capabilities
of the system to recognize their complex speech were of no interest to them since their
aim was merely to obtain the information the scenarios required, and report any
obstacles or inconvenience encountered in the testing process. As it now turned out,
where complex utterances might have introduced difficulties, they were not even noticed
by the subjects. This indicates their naturalness and ease of use in speech interfaces of
automated telephone systems.

6.1.2 Hybrid Interface Structuring
The higher user acceptance and apparent naturalness of complex-utterance systems
would indicate that in designing a speech interface it is best to strive for a low number of
steps in the interaction and for the use of a grammar that specifies phrases more complex
than single words. As it appears from the results of this study, however, examples also
need to be provided to serve as templates for the complex input. \\hile examples were
not helpful with simple utterances, they significantly improved user performance in
complex interactions—see section 5.1.3. Beep tones were also found to improve user
performance in the complex-utterance condition—see sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. When the
interaction with an automated system reaches a certain complexity users need help with
formulating their input. .\lso, cues about the interaction itself—such as beep tones for
turn-taking—are necessary to improve robustness of the interface.

It is debatable, however, whether it is the right approach to extend prompts with
examples to all complex-utterance speech interfaces. In this study, the post-session
interviews clearly revealed large individual differences, particularly with respect to the
appreciation of examples. To allow for this diversity it would be best to present examples
only to users who are likely to need them. An ideal solution would be a mechanism that
detects the best suitable way of prompting for the specific user and changes prompting
techniques accordingly. Large individual differences make a great deal of flexibility
necessary. Flexibility can be achieved by a hybrid interface structure that incorporates
several degrees of utterance complexity and provides examples only when necessary.

6.1.3 Recognition Accuracy
A design as flexible as the one described in the previous paragraph could only lead to
acceptable results when high levels of recognition can be maintained, however. User
acceptance of low recognition accuracy is minimal, and misrecognitions make an
interaction inefficient. \Vhile ensuring high recognition accuracy is an essential element in
any speech application, it is Human Factors considerations that can combine high user
acceptance and high user performance into a single speech application. This can be done
through the use of complex utterances that convey multiple pieces of information, a
small number of interaction steps, a flexible application of examples to provide guidance
on possible input, and conversational cues for guidance of the interaction.
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6.2 Study Limitations
There are five study limitations that need to be taken into account when drawing
conclusions on the results of the data analysis of this study.

First, as described in paragraph 4.3.1.1, the speech application built for this
experiment needed four pieces of data in order to provide certain information or a
service. These four pieces were prompted for either separately in four steps, or in pairs in
two steps. The question now is to what extent the findings of this study can be
generalized to systems that have a different setup. Performance results will depend, for
instance, on the way two or more necessary pieces of data combine into a single
utterance. \Vhen a system requests for multiple pieces of information in a single
utterance that do not combine very well intuitively, it may be more difficult for users to
phrase the required input.

Second, in the data analysis of the study, some latitude was given to the task of
the first Commuter Rail scenario because this scenario was more difficult than the
others. The scenario specified an arrival time, while the application requested the user to
specify a departure time. To find the right train, users could ask for information about
earlier or later trains after the system had reported the train schedule for the specified
input data. Glancing through different train schedules was not part of the study,
however. Therefore, once the users had given initial input for the first Commuter Rail
scenario that was within a three hour range of the correct train, extra total run time and
further recognitions were not counted in the data analysis. Only successfully completed
scenarios—possibly done by scanning different trains—were rated successful and
incorporated in the data analysis. Had the range used been narrower than three hours, it
would falsely have reflected into lower user performance results for the first Commuter
Rail scenario which would have decreased the overall user performance rate. On the
other hand, the three hour range allowed subjects to correct errors in a way that would
not be incorporated in the data analysis—namely, by scanning through different trains.
However, since subjects did not know this option when starting the first Commuter Rail
scenario, they were more likely to correct their errors by backing up and rephrasing their
input. Therefore, it was assumed that there would be no bias from the latitude given to
the first Commuter Rail scenario.

Third, recognition accuracy and speed were unstable during the sessions due to
technical difficulties with the line modem that was used. While recognition was fast and
accurate on most occasions, it could be slow and inaccurate on others, independent of
the user input. Instabilities were also introduced by the need to reboot the system on
several occasions when the modem had caused the system to 'hang'. These instabilities
were frustrating to the users and were a likely cause of larger variability and lower means
of the acceptance and performance data.

Fourth, speech technology is continuously improving—the speech recognizer
used for this experiment had clear limitations when compared to newer versions that
have become available during the course of the study. While it was necessary at the time
the study was conducted to keep recognition contexts to an absolute minimum and while
users could not start speaking before the end of the system-prompts, owing to the weak
recognizer used, PureSpeech has improved recognition accuracy levels considerably in
the meantime and has made 'barge-through' a properly functioning facility. Improved
recognition accuracy should have a positive effect on both user acceptance and
performance. The possibility for users to interrupt system output may have significant
effects on the course of the interaction—the use of beep tones will be made superfluous,
for instance.
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Fifth, the 'utterance complexity' effect and the 'utterance complexity' x 'example'
interaction of the user performance data were not the same for all system-condition
pairings. Although the system-condition pairings were counter-balanced, and the results
generalized over all four systems, it was evident that the domains of speech applications
had a direct influence on the way the speech interface should be structured.

6.3 Suggested Improvements on the Design of this Study
This study evaluated utterance complexit on two levels. The simple level consisted of
utterances that contained a single piece of information of one or two words—e.,g.: "From
Salem". The complex level consisted of phrases containing two pieces of information of
about two to four words—eg.: "From Salem to lpswich". Expansion of the experimental
design with one or more levels of utterance complexity, however, may provide a richer
set of data for this treatment, covering a wider range of complexity. Since the ASR
community is constantly pushing recognition into the direction of highly complex
speech, it could be beneficial to examine user responses to very open-ended prompts,
such as "How may I help you?".

Other improvements on the design of this study are concerned with the
developments of speech recognition technology. Currently available are speech
recognizers that achieve better accuracy than was possible in this study, and have
important functioning features like 'barge-through'. Both improved recognition accuracy
and the 'barge-through' facility call for a change of the experimental design of this study.

When users are permitted to interrupt system output, beep tones are no longer
necessary as an indication of turn-taking, since an exact moment when the user can start
speaking no longer needs to be specified. While 'barge-through' urges for the beep tones
to be eliminated from the speech interface design, other natural conversational cues, such
as change in intonation, could perhaps be of interest as a more effective replacement.

Unstable and imperfect recognition was a likely cause of the impedingly large
variability in the experiment data of this study. Some significant effects may have been
obscured by this variability, which a study with a new and more powerful recognizer
could have made more apparent. On the other hand, even a recent recognizer may be
insufficiently powerful for a study examining the effects of higher levels of utterance
complexi. A possible solution to this problem could be, for instance, to develop a
'Wizard-of-Oz'25 pe of setup for the complex recognitions. Another solution could be
to use a speaker-dependent speech recognizer and let the subjects go through a voice
training session prior to the experiment to bring recognition accuracy to optimal levels.
Although the results of such a design may not be directly applicable, they would t)e
invaluable when the strength of speech recognizers has further improved and speech
interfaces are designed to allow a large amount of user freedom.

6.4 Suggestions for Future Research

6.4.1 Hierarchical Utterance Complexity
An in-depth study is needed to examine how simple and complex grammars can be
combined in a single speech interface structure and in what ways such a combination
would affect user performance and acceptance. Such a study should focus on the
possibilities and usefulness of a hierarchical interface structure with several layers of
utterance complexity.

Please see footnote on page 26 fur an explanation of the principles of 'Wizard-of-Oz'.
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It would be useful to see whether the particular advantages of both complex and
simple utterances could be exploited to make the interface optimal fur a wide range of
users under most circumstances. The advantages of complex phrases are the smaller
number of interaction steps necessary and the possibiiti of combining multiple
information into a single utterance. The advantage of simple utterances is that they are
easier to formulate and they do not pose so much stress on human resources.

A hybrid system that incorporates both simple and complex utterances could
perhaps start with prompting the user for complex input, which could be a single
utterance containing all the necessar pieces of data. An example of such input for the
Commuter Rail system would be: "I'd like to depart from North Station to Chelsea on
Friday, at 5:30 PM." If the system would not recognize all the pieces of data in the
complex response, it could then ask for the missing pieces with simpler utterances—e.g.:
"On what day of the week?"—until it has all the data it needs.

6.4.2 User Sensitive Prompt Adjustment
Related to the need for research on the combination of simple and complex grammars is
the need for a study on user sensitive prompt adjustment. The provision of examples, for
instance, would ideally be tailored to the behavior of the user and the complexit of the
interaction.

As shown in section 2.2.5, examples and other kinds of help are only useful when
they are needed. Mechanisms that detect the best ways of prompting for a certain user,
and make it possible to change prompting techniques accordingly, can prevent irritating
users who do not need help, and provide ready access to assistance to users who do.
Brems a aL (1995) found that careful selection of the pause duration between a prompt
and the time-out prompt can ensure that the help provided in the time-out prompt is
only heard by users who are likely to need it.

The choice of utterance complexit is another aspect of prompting that could be
adjusted during the interaction.

6.4.3 Sociouinguistics
More extensive research on the applicability of sociolinguistic findings on human-to-
human discourses in a speech recognition environment might be invaluable at a later
stage, when recognizers allow users such freedom that the smoothness and efficiency of
natural speech can be effectively exploited in ASR applications. User comfort and
acceptance are especially likely to benefit from thi5 approach. With respect to the current
level of necessary limitation of recognition contexts, sociolinguistics may provide insights
on ways of maintaining user comfort with curtailment of user input.

6.4.4 'Barge-Through'
The results of the current study could be further fine-tuned in an experiment using a
more powerful recognizer. Comparing the data of the two studies could indicate a
pattern for future developments in ASR and speech interface design. Stifehnan, Arons,
Schmandt & Hulteen (1993) already concluded that 'barge-through' would be an
indispensable facility. The possibility of interrupting audio output doubtless has a large
impact on speech interface design.

6.4.5 User Instruction and Error Correction
Further research on user instruction and error correction mechanisms for auditory
interfaces is needed. In this study, the function of the star key was clearly mentioned in
the instructions, and it was mentioned in the opening prompt of the experimental system
as well. Nevertheless a number of subjects failed to remember this option, and were
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unable to correct recognition errors. This implied that user instructions should be very
clear, and that the way to correct errors resulting from missed or lacking instruction must
be very intuitive. Baber & Hone (1993) concluded that it is inappropriate to apply just
one type of error recovery mechanism. They discerned a relationship between
recognition accuracy and error correction strategy. Ainsworth (1993) affirms that with
respect to error recovery mechanisms a choice strategy leads to reduced transaction times
for low recognition rates but as recognition accuracy reaches l00%, the different
strategies lose their influence on the outcome of the interaction. As long as recognizers
remain less than perfect, however, the combination of user instruction and error recovery
need to be studied to provide more specific guidelines to speech interface design.

6.4.6 Flexibility of Speech Interface Design Toolkits
PureSpeech is currently developing so-called vu! modules as part of a speech interface
design toolkit. As outlined in section 0.2 of the Preface, these modules are software
objects that implement pre-configured steps of an interaction into the speech interface.
An evaluation of the possibilities of implementing and maintaining flexibility in modular
speech interface building blocks could provide invaluable insight into the design of these
modules. While vu! modules are designed to take care of trivial aspects of the
implementation of speech interfaces, they should also allow for enough implementational
flexibility. Modules that are developed under contemporary insights should be able to
incorporate new empirical findings on speech interface design issues like hierarchical
utterance complexity and user sensitive prompt adjustment.

6.5 Summary and Conclusion

In an interaction with an ASR application, users have a preference for a level of utterance
complexity that allows multiple information specification in a small number of
interaction steps. For more complex utterances, it is necessary to provide the user with
guidance on how to phrase the input, for instance by providing examples, and on the
discourse itself, for example by providing conversational cues familiar from natural
human conversation. Large individual differences exist, however, in the need for such
guidance. An optimal speech application would therefore adjust prompting techniques to
the needs of the user through an interface structure with a hierarchical utterance
complexity and user sensitive prompt adjustment. Such a system could monitor and
optimally follow the dynamic balance on the speed-accuracy trade-off during the
interaction.

Preparatory to developing such a highly flexible and sensitive system, further
insights in several related issues need to be accumulated. Besides fine tuning the findings
of this study with more advanced speech recognizers, sociolinguistic research, and
further study of error recovery and user instruction, investigations in new areas are
necessary as well. These areas include flexibility of Vui design toolkits, the combination
of different levels of utterance complexity, and variability of prompting. It is hoped that
this study will stimulate hirther investigation, especially in the fields of hierarchical
utterance complexity and user sensitive prompt adjustment.
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Appendix A: Implementational Choices

Descnption andjust/ication o[the decisions

made with cpect to the implementation of the
epeciment application

For the implementation of the experiment application for this study a number of
choices had to be made that were not directly related to the experimental design.

These implementational choices are described below.

A.1 Four Different Systems
The four systems that were built for the experiment application differed in their domain,
but were similar in their functionality. Otherwise they would not have been suitable for
comparison. The chosen systems—commuter rail schedule information, auto loan
calculator, auto blue book value, and catalog ordering—were all systems providing
certain information—as opposed to systems performing a certain action, such as
transferring money between bank accounts, for example. To fmd that information, they
all needed four pieces of data from the user.

:5 outlined in paragraph 4.3.1.1, the simple-utterance interaction consisted of four
recognition steps and the complex-utterance interaction of two. Ideally, the two
requested pieces of information at both steps in the complex condition would fit
together well intuitively, and over the different systems all information pairs would
appear equally natural as well. Any imbalance in this respect would introduce a bias in
favor of the domain that had better information pairs.

Not all information pairs seemed to be evenly intuitively correct, however. The
make and model of a car, for instance, combine intuitively into a very strong pair—such
as "Ford Taurus", for example—while the period and interest rate of a car loan may
combine less easily—such as "over 3 years at an interest rate of 7.9% percent", for
example. System-condition pairing was counterbalanced to eliminate any variance due to
nuisance variables, however.

A.2 Call-Flows
The four systems for this experiment were contained in a single application. Callers
entered the system through the Call-In Menu (cM)—see also Figure Al. The function of
ci is to greet the subject and to prompt them to enter their access code. The access code
consisted of four digits, of which the first two represented the subject number. The last
two digits were used to control the assignment of experimental conditions to subjects—
see also Appendi E: Subjects and Access Codes Overview. Depending on the third digit, the
access code led to the Main Menu (MM)—see also Figure A.2—of one of the four
systems. The function of MM was to greet the caller, tell them what system they had
reached, inform them that the ss teni used ASR—which was in concurrence with the
Schumacher ci aL (1995) guideline that users should be made aware that they are about to
talk to a speech recognizer—and to give them instructions on how to use the system.
From there on, the system led to one of the eight experimental conditions, depending on
the last digit of the access code, and it would prompt for the first input.
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CM-I
pront: 1-lab. You have reached the
PureSpeech test system. Please enter your
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timeout 1:Enler your access code using

'the telephone keys now.
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______________—
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Please, try agai

No

V

Valid Second time that—No--—- —--b-access code? code m invalid?
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V
CODE-EXIT
pt: Please very
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PureSpeech, and try
again iner.

Yes —-—------ — - -

V
GOODBYE
psn,t: GOodbye.

/
Man;e. (em

(MM)/

_________

Figure A. I —Call jlá'for the Call-In Menu (CM)

A.2.1 Error Recovery
For two reasons, the application needed to have an error recovery mechanism. Such a
mechanism would not only give callers the opportunity to rephrase their input in case
they were mistaken and had given the wrong input, but it would also give them a chance
to reenter their input, if the system had mis-understood what they said.

Ideally the latter case would not occtir during the experiments. Since
misrecognition was not part of the experiment, it was best if the system always correctly
recognized user input. With the speech recognizer that was available for the
implementation of the ASR system for this experiment, however, that ideal situation was
not likely to occur consistently. To achieve acceptable levels of task compliance despite
the limitations of the recognizer, an error recovery mechanism was important.
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- to
Simple

Example
system

-

to
Complex
system

(C)
-------

)
7

,
CImpiex
Example
system

(D)—
l2—Call-flrnJor the Main Menu (MM) of the commxaer

rail schedule information system

Recovery mechanisms in general
should be unobtrusive in an interaction,
especially when the rate of information
entry is high, as in an IVR information
system. This means that they should be
rapid and easy to use.

A possible implementation for such
a mechanism would be to add a natural
language phrase such as "No, that is
wrong" to every recognition context.
However, this would enlarge recognition
contexts and thereby increase the chances
of misrecognition, especially for a
recognizer that is not ver powerful—like
the recognizer that was used for this
application. In addition, the correction
phrase itself may get misrecognized..
possible alternative would be to designate
a special DTMF key as an option for the
caller to backup, in order to re-enter the
input. Such a key is easy to use, and acts
directly. Providing feedback to the user in
combination with such an option to cancel
out an error is necessary when explicit
confirmation is not desired while the cost
of errors is high (Kamm, 1994).

Casali a al. (1990) described a trade-
off between costs of high recognition
accuracy and necessary time for error
recovery. Keeping error recover times as
short as possible by the use of an efficient
error recovery mechanism is a way to
optimize the balance in the trade-off

MM-I
prompt: 'Welcome to the PureSpeech
connuterraiIinformabon system. This
system uses automatic speech recognition
technology. Please speak clearly at vur
normal speed. If at anytimethe system
misunderstands wiiat vu say, ou can
press the star key to baclwp.'

V

Match
access codeto-.
t)pe of system ,-'

to
Simple system

(A)

described by Casali a al. (1990). For the experiment application of the study described in
this report, the star key was a very quick and straightforward recovery mechanism.

A.2.2 Feedback

Feedback was provided immediately after user input and directly before a new request
for user input. With this setup, the user was able to decide to press the star key shortly
after giving the input, without having to listen to the entire prompt lust. Listening to the
next request for information would be a waste of time and cognitive effort, since that
system output is unnecessary in case of misrecognition, or an input mistake. lithe user
had said "Sunday" in the previous state and the system had misrecognized it as
"Monday", the second prompt type would have prepared the user to phrase the
departure time, until they realized at the end of the prompt that "Sunday" had been
misrecognized. The subject would then suddenly have had to change a perhaps already
initiated action, and press the star key instead of saving the desired departure time.
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A.3 Grammar

A.3.1 Grammar Size and Recognition Accuracy
In order to make it possible for the subjects to complete the scenarios, the grammar
specifications had to cover all the data included in the scenarios. In order not to restrict
recognition to correct input only, the recognition contexts needed to cover a wider range
of user input. Larger contexts make recognition more difficult however, consequently
lowering recognition accuracy. As long as the recognizer is robust this will not be a
problem, but due to technical circumstances the recognition for the application for this
experiment did not have a margin that made large contexts possible.

Low recognition accuracy would influence the results of the experiment. That
task completion time is longer and user accuracy is lower for lower levels of recognition
accuracy was assessed in an experiment by Casali et aL (1990) in which subjects
performed a data-entry task via a simulated speech recognizer. They also found that
having to interrupt the task to correct errors was annoying and frustrating to the users.
Their experiments failed to support the intuitive assumption that accuracy level and
vocabulary size of a recognizer would be the primary determinants of user satisfaction.
They concluded, however, that when a high information entry level is critical, recognition
accuracy levels should be compromised as little as possible. The tasks involved in the
experiment described in this report were obviously information-entry and retrieval tasks.
Therefore high recognition accuracy was essential.

A.4 Prompts
The prompts used in the experiment can be found in AppendL C: Prompts Ozeriieu on
pages 63-66. The feedback in the prompts in this overview is represented by variable
names.

A.4.1 Design and Recording
An essential choice that had to be made for the implementation of the experiment

application was whether to use explicit or implicit prompting26. This choice would have
an influence on the naturalness of the system, and on the likelihood that subjects would
adjust the formulation of their input to the style of the system output.

Explicit prompts are much more directive, as can be seen in the following
example for the first step in the simple utterance condition of the commuter rail system:

Exp/iitprompting: "Say the name of the station you would like to leave from."
Impbdtpromptin,ç "Which station would you like to leave from?"

Explicit prompts are especially useful for guiding an interaction when restricted input is
required by the system, since they increase user compliance to the restrictions (Kamm,
1994). The subjects for this experiment had to restrict their input to either simple phrases
or more complex phrases. Despite Kamm's (1994) argument, however, implicit
prompting was implemented for the application for this experiment, because this gave
the interface a more natural appearance than if explicit prompts had been used.

The first prompt of every state was imp/thily directite through the use of an implicit
template inducing the subject to model their input accordingly. Ideally, this way the

Modth4g and sbapin,g, as described by Zoltan-Ford (1989), refer to implicit and explicit
prompting respectively. Please see paragraph 3.4, Prompting and User Input Curtailment, for an

elaboration on modeling and shaping.
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subjects would automatically adjust their phrases to the limitations of the application,
without realizing it and without noticing the limitations, while the system would appear
veti natural. In inter-human communication, people frequently model the style and
content of what they say after what is Said by their conversational partner, and they do
this without being aware of it (Danzinger, 1976; as referred to by Zoltan-Ford, 1991).

Directive prompts are suitable for following up errors (Kamm, 1994). Explicit
prompting is more effective in reducing the variability of speech input thaii implicit
prompting (Zoltan-Ford, 1991). Explicitly directive prompts were chosen for time-out
and for error prompts to provide the extra guidance necessary. They were explicit
requests shaping the input of the subjects.

People rely on IVR systems to be at service with attention, capabilit and authority,
and therefore prefer machines to be somewhat assertive (Buchheit el aL, 1990).
Accordingly, prompts were kept to the point and as brief as possible. Also, they were
phrased and spoken in a polite nianner and a friendly tone, were unhurried and of low-
pressure. That assertiveness can be combined with friendliness is indicated by people's
appreciation of the use of "please" and "thank you" in ASR application output (Zoltan-
Ford, 1991).

A.4.2 Feedback

Feedback can be provided either by explicit or implicit confirmation. The difference
between the two options is similar to explicit and implicit prompting as the following
comparison demonstrates:

E.p&itJèedback "Did you say 'North Station'?"
Imp b cit feedback: "Okay, from 'North Station'."

\\ith explicit feedback an extra recognition step is necessary for each confirmation. As
soon as the user responds to this feedback with an affirmative answer, the system
continues to the next state of the interaction. This extra step is not necessary with
implicit confirmation, since this type of feedback will be provided as part of the
prompting in the following state. As long as the user does not initiate some kind of error
recovery, the interaction simply continues.

Explicit confirmation or implicit feedback combined with a backup facility is
necessary when the costs of misrecognition are high (Kamm, 1994). In an interaction
where the user provides the system with the necessary data, costs of misrecognition are
high because they would lead to an incorrect end-result. Feedback has therefore to be
provided in those situations.

To make sure the interface appeared as natural as possible, implicit confirmation
was implemented in the application for our experiment. A natural interface was better
suited for this experiment, because an interface that appears more mechanical could
perhaps influence the way users spoke to the system. Also, this was consistent with the
goal of the overall NEI project to develop a transit and way-finding information svs tern
prototype that is as friendly and natural as possible. The costs of misrecognition were
kept to a minimum as well by providing feedback immediately after the input and the
star key of the telephone key-pad as a fast and easy to use backup mechanism.

In the states where the application reported to the user the information requested,
the costs of misrecognition on further options were minimal. Therefore, the input in
those contexts was acted upon without further confirmation.

A.4.3 Examples

For all pieces of input data the subjects would hear more than one example in the
example condition if a time-out prompt or rejection prompt was played by the system.
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For certain types of information input there were even more examples, because some
different states required the same type of input—station names, for instance—and
because certain other states required very similar input—such as price of the car,
compared to down payment or mileage of the car.

The exact values given in the example prompts differed from the values used in
the scenarios so the subjects could not just literally repeat the examples when interacting
with the system. Also, subjects were not given the same example in different prompts,
because this could lead to confusion and mistakes making the outcome of the
experiment unreliable.

Another reason why examples differed was to make the callers aware of the
variet of the system. This was done by choosing values for the examples that differed in
as many aspects from each other as possible. For station names, this would mean that the
names given as examples consisted of a single word or two words, corresponded to
stations on different sides of the commuter rail line, were either long or short, etc. For
times, it was made sure that there would be examples with ".\i" as well as with "PM".
For cars, there were examples with American-made cars as well as non-American cars.
For every pe of information the entire range of its variety was represented by the
examples.

As described in paragraph 4.4.3.3, Exampks, since every subject would go through
one different experimental condition for each of the four svstenls, examples were kept
fi.illv consistent over the complex versus the simple condition. Consistency was
maintained over the actual data used for the examples, and the type of prompt they
appeared in. This consistency was necessary to avoid differences between the various
conditions that were not part of the experimental treatments or could introduce a certain
bias.

A.5 Scenarios

There was a possibility that a subject would not succeed on a task because of technical
instabilities of the system or because of task difficulty. If there had been only one
scenario per system and a user failed to accomplish the task for a scenario, then data
would not be available for the combination of a particular domain and the respective
experimental condition. This would then leave an empty spot in the data for that
particular system and condition. Therefore, two scenarios were written for each of the
four systems—see also App endLx. D: Scenario Ozeriiew.

Thus, if one scenario had been unsuccessful, the data from the second scenario
for the same domain was still available, unless a subject failed on both scenarios for the
system. For every system-condition combination the data was used from both scenarios
when available, or from either one of the two scenarios otherwise.
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C. I Commuter Rail System

The prompts' are the first prompts pkyed in e:ery step, and
'time-outs' are the time-out prompts p/qyed when io input was

detected. Feedback, which aac dependent on user input, is
indicated 1' va,iabks starling üth a '%' sgn.

Simple, No Example:

Step I prompt "Which station would you like
to leave from?"
time-out "Please say the name of your
departure station."

Step 2 prompt "Leaving %dep_stat. Which
station would you like to arrive at?"

time-out: "Please say the name of your
arrival station, or press 'star' to back
up.

Step 3 prompt "Okay, from %dep_stat to
%arr_stat. On what day of the week?"

time-out "Please say the day of the
week you'd like to travel on, or press
'star' to back up."

Step 4 prompt "On %day. Around what time,
to the nearest half hour, would you like
to depart?"
time-out "Please say the time, to the
nearest half hour, you'd like to depart,
or press 'star' to back up."

Complex, No Example

Step I prompt "From which station to which
station would you like to travel?"

time-out: "Please say from which station
to which station you want to travel."

Step 2 prompt "Okay, from %dep.jta! to
°oa,r_Stat. Around what time, to the
nearest half hour, and on what day of
the week would you like to leave ?"
time-out: "Please say around what time,
to the nearest half hour, and on what
day of the week you'd like to leave, or
press 'star' to back up."

Simple, Example:

prompt: "Which station would you like to
leave from? For example: 'Prides Crossing'."
time-out "Please say the name of the
departure station. For example: 'Ipswich'."

prompt "Leaving %de'p_sxat. Which station
would you like to arrive at? For example:
'Salem'."
time-out "Please say the name of the arrival
station. For example: 'Chelsea', or press 'star'
to back up."

prompt "Okay, from °odep stat to °oarr_stat.
On what day of the week? For example:
Wednesday."
time-out "Please say the day of the week
you'd like to travel on, for example: Saturday,
or press 'star' to back up."

prompt "On °ioda'y. Around what time, to the
nearest half hour. would you like to leave?
For example: 3 PM."
time-out "Please say the time, to the nearest
half hour, you want to leave, for example: II
AM. Or press 'star' to back up."

Complex, Example:

prompt "From which station to which station
would you like to travel? For example: from
Prides Crossing to Salem."
time-out "Please say from which station to
which station you want to travel. For
example: from Ipswich to Chelsea."

prompt "Okay, from %dep_stat to %alr_stat.
Around what time, to the nearest half hour,
and on what day of the week would you like
to leave? For example: 3PM on Wednesday."
time-out "Please say around what time, to the
nearest half hour. and on what day of the
week you'd like to leave. For example: 11AM
on Saturday. Or press 'star' to back up."
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C.2 Auto Loan Calculator

Simple, No Example:

Step I prompt "What is the price of the car?"

time-out "Please say the price of the
car."

Step 2 prompt "What is your down payment?"

time-out; "Please say the amount of your
down payment. Or press 'star' to back
up.

Step 3 prompt "Okay, 'oamo,int dollar loan,
with °/odOwfl dollars down. What is the
annual interest rate?'
time-out: "Please say the amount of the
annual interest rate, or press 'star' to
back up."

Step 4 prompt "%interest percent. Over how
many years?"
time-out "Please say over how many
years the loan will be paid, or press 'star'
to back up."

Complex, No Example

Step I prompt "What is the price of the car,
and what is your down payment?"

time-out; Please say the price of the car
and the amount of your down
payment."

Step 2 prompt "Okay, °'oamount dollars with
°'odorw dollars down. Over how many
years, at what interest rate?'

time-out "Please say over how many
years the loan will be paid, and at what
interest rate. Or press 'star' to back up."

Simple, Example:

prompt "What is the price of the car? For
example: 15,000 dollars."
time-out "Please say the price of the car. For
example: 32,500 dollars."

prompt "What is your down payment? For
example: 2,000 dollars."
time-out "Please say the amount of your
down payment. For example: 4,500 dollars, or
press 'star' to back up."

prompt "Okay, %,mount dollar loan, with
%dotit dollars down. What is the annual
interest rate? For example: 6.79/o"
time-out "Please say the annual interest rate.
For example: 5°'o, or press 'star' to back up."

prompt "%interrst percent. Over how many
years? For example: 5 years."
time-out "Please say over how many years the
loan will be paid, like for example: 8 years, or
press 'star' to back up."

Complex, Example:

prompt "What is the price of the car, and
what is your down payment? For example:
15,000 dollars with 2,000 dollars down."
time-out: "Please say the price of the car and
your down payment, for example: 32,500
dollars with 4,500 dollars down."

prompt "Okay, °/oamouplt dollars with
dollars down. Over how many years, at what
interest rate? For example: over 5 years, with
6.7°'o interest."
time-out "Please say over how many years the
loan will be paid and at what interest rate, for
example: over 8 years, with 5% interest. Or
press 'star' to back up."
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C.3 Auto Blue Book

Simple, No Example:

Step I prompt "What is the make of the car?"

time-out "Say the make of the car."

Step 2 prompt "What model omake?"

time-out "Please say the model of the
°'omake you're interested in. Or press
'star' to back up."

Step 3 prompt "What year is the %make
°omodel?"

time-out: "Please say the year of the
°omake °'omodel Or press 'star' to back
up.

Step 4 prompt "From %jear. What is its
mileage?"
tine-out "Please say the mileage of the
°oJezr %make °/omodeL Or press 'star' to
back up."

Complex, No Example

Step I prompt "What is the make and model
of the car?"
time-out "Please say the make and
model of the car."

Step 2 prompt "Okay, °/àmake %modeL What
year is the car, and what is its mileage?"

tine-out "Please say the year of the car
and say its mileage. Or press 'star' to
back up."

Simple, Example:

prompt "What is the make of the car? For
example: 'Ford'."
Time-out "Please say the make of the car, for
example: 'Honda'."

prompt 'What model °omake? For example:
%model'
tine-out "Please say the model of the %make
you're interested in, for example: %modeL Or
press 'star' to back up."

prompt "What year is the %make %model? For
example: 1990."
time-out "Please say the year of the %muke
%modeh for example: 1995. Or press 'star' to
back up."

Prompt "Okay %jear. What is its mileage? For
example: 24,000 miles."
time-out "Please say the mileage of the %year
°omake °omod4 for example: 10,000 miles. Or
press 'star' to back up."

Complex, Example:

Prompt 'What is the make and model of the
car? For example: 'Ford Taurus'."
time-out "Please say the make and model of
the car, for example: 'Honda Accord'."

prompt "Okay, %make %modeL What year is
the car, and what is its mileage? For example:
from 1990, with 24,000 miles."
time-out "Please say the year of the car, and
say its mileage, for example: from 1995, with
10,000 miles. Or press 'star' to back up."
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C.4 Catalog Order System

Simple, No Example:

Step I prompt "What item are you interested

time-out "Please say the name of the
item you're interested in."

Step 2 prompt "1-low many %item(s) would you
like to purchase?"
time-out "Please say the number of
%item(s) you'd like to purchase, or press
'star' to back up."

Step 3 prompt "In what size would you like
the °oquantily %item(s)i"
time-out "Please say the size of the
item, or press 'star' to back up."

Step 4 prompt: "Okay, O/jj What color would
you like?"
time-out "Please say the color of the
item, or press 'star' to back up."

Complex, No Example

Step I prompt "What is the quantity and name
of the item you're interested in"

time-out "Please say the quantity and
name of the item."

Step 2 prompt "Okay, %quantiiy %item. What
size and color would you like?"

time-out "Please say the size and color
of the item, or press 'star' to back up."

Simple, Example:

prompt "What item are you interested in For
example: T-shirt."
time.out: "Please say the name of the item
you're interested in, for example: turtleneck."

prompt "How many %item(s) would you like
to purchase For example: 1."
time-out "Please say the number of °/oitem(s)
you'd like to purchase, for example: 3, or
press 'star' to back up."

prompt "In what size would you like the
%quantiy %item(sF' For example: medium."
time-out "Please say the size of the item, for
example: extra large, or press 'star' to back
up."

prompt "Okay, %ii. What color would you
like? For example: red."
time-out "Please say the color of the item, for
example: gray, or press 'star' to back up."

Complex, Example:

prompt "\Vhat is the quantity and name of
the item you're interested in For example: I
T-shirt."
time-out: "Please say the quantity and name of
the item, for example: 3 turtlenecks."

prompt: "Okay, °/oquant4y °/iitem. What size
and color would you like? For example:
medium, red."
time-out "Please say the size and color of the
item, for example: extra large, gray, or press
'star' to back up."
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Scenario I Scenario 2

Commuter Rail

words/chars:
sc.1: 95(386
sc.2: 64(275

Auto Loan

words/chars:
sc.1: 9O1386

sc.2: 84(361

Blue Book

words/chars:
sc.1: 63(250
sc.2: 7tV284

Imagine you're starting a new job in Boston

next Mondas'. You live near the tQtX
commuter rail station, so you figure that

taking the commuter rail to work would be a

great way to get there. You look at your map

and see that North Station is next to where you

work. Because you want to make a great first

impression. you think getting to work on time

would be a good thing. Call the Commuter
Rail System to find out what time you get to

work if you take a train around 7:30 am.

Imagine that you are in the process of buying

a new car. You decide to buy a Volkswagon

Jetta. With the options you need, the price of

the car comes to ILZQQ.Q. You can scrape

together V.000 to use as a down payment, but

you will need to borrow the rest. Your bank is

offering a auto loan with an interest rate

of L2i. They also provide a telephone based
system that tells you your monthly payments.

Call the Auto Loan Calculator to find out the

monthly payment of this auto loan.

Imagine that you currently own a i22 EQtd

Taurus with f2,000 miles. You decide that

you're going to buy a new car and trade in

your old one. To make sure that you are

treated fairly at the dealer, you want to find

out the value of your old car. Call the Auto

Blue Book System to determine the value of

your car.

Imagine that you are at work on a Saturdqy

that just happens to be Halloween. Some

friends want to go to £thtt after work to take
part in the Halloween festivities. You get off

of work at QQp. Assuming that you catch
the next train leaving Noeib Station. call the

Commuter Rail System to find out what time

you would arrive in Salem.

Imagine that you are currently paying off a car

loan. There is i2,QQQ left to pay on the loan

at a 9.5% annual interest rate. Your monthly

payments are $352. You recently heard that

your bank is offering personal loans at a

special rate of Zi. You also have 2.000
cash that you could apply to the loan. Call the

Auto Loan Calculator to find Out what your

new monthly payments would be if you

refinanced s-our car with a I jitit personal

loan.

Imagine that a friend of yours is interested in

buying a used y. She has her eyes

on a 1994 model with 11,000 miles. The owner

is asking $19,000 for it, but she isn't sure if

that is a fair price. You offer to find out the

car's blue book value. Call the Auto Blue

Book System to find out whether the amount

the owner is asking is reasonable.

Catalog Order

words/chars:
sc.1: 51/221
sc.2: 4&226

Imagine that you hate going to the mall. You

need some clothes, however, so ygy decide to

purchase some clothing by mail order. You

really like .'eaters and you want to add a

one to your collection. Call the Catalog

Order System to find Out how much wi costs.

Imagine that you are a grandmother who

always buys gtwt T-sbins for her grandchildren

on their birthdas. Ip,.ti of your grandchildren

have birthdays coming up. Both of the

youngsters are size medium. Call the Catalog

Order System to find out how much your gift

will cost.
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Appendix E: Subjects and Access Codes Overview

1 = Commuter Rail 4ystem

2 = Auto Lian ('alailator
3 = Auto Blue Book System
4 = Catalqg Order Syctem

A = simple

B = simple/example

C = complex

D = complex/example

Without beep tones:
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subj.# Latin squae access codes date time

0 01 la/2b/3c/4d 0111 0122 0133 0144 1997

0 02 lb/2c/3d/4a 0212 0223 0234 0241 1997

0 03 ç lc/2d/3a/4b 0313 0324 0331 0342 1997

Q 04 ld/2a/3b/4c 0414 0421 0432 0443 1997

0 05 A 2a/3b/4c/ld 0521 0532 0543 0514 1997

06 A 2b/3c/4d/la 0622 0633 0644 0611 1997

0 07 2c/3d/4a/lb 0723 0734 0741 0712 1997

0 08 A 2d/3a/4b/lc 0824 0831 0842 0813 1997

09 j, 3a/4b/lc/2d 0931 0942 0913 0924 1997

0 10 4 3b/4c/ld/2a 1032 1043 1014 1021 1997

0 11 4, 3c/4d/la/2b 1133 1144 1111 1122 1997

Q 12 4, 3d/4a/lb/2c 1234 1241 1212 1223 1997

13 .. 4a/lb/2c/3d 1341 1312 1323 1334 1997

0 14 .. 4b/lc/2d/3a 1442 1413 1424 1431 1997

15 .. 4c/ld/2a/3b 1543 1514 1521 1532 1997

o 16 .. 4d/la/2b/3c 1644 1611 1622 1633 1997
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With beep tones:

Latin sque date time

o 17 la/2b/3c/4d 1715 1726 1737 1748 1997

o ie lb/2c/3d/4a 1816 1827 1838 1845 1997

o 19 lc/2d/3a/4b 1917 1928 1935 1946 1997

o 20 ld/2a/3b/4c 2018 2025 2036 2047 1997

o 21 , 2a/3b/4c/ld 2125 2136 2147 2118 1997

o 22 , 2b/3c/4d/la 2226 2237 2248 2215 1997

0 23 2c/3d/4a/lb 2327 2338 2345 2316 1997

o 24 2d13a/4b/lc 2428 2435 2446 2417 1997

o 25 .,, 3a/4b/lc/2d 2535 2546 2517 2528 1997

o 26 .,, 3b/4c/ld/2a 2636 2647 2618 2625 1997

o 27 ,, 3c/4d/la/2b 2737 2748 2715 2726 1997

o 28 .,, 3d/4a/lb/2c 2838 2845 2816 2827 1997

o 29 .. 4a/lb/2c/3d 2945 2916 2927 2938 1997

o 30 .. 4b/lc/2d/3a 3046 3017 3028 3035 1997

31 .. 4c/ld/2a/3b 3147 3118 3125 3136 1997

o 32 .. 4d/la/2b/3c 3248 3215 3226 3237 1997
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P,io, to the e.peirnent, each sithject was git'en
the wie has/c instnctions.

"Welcome and thank-you for participating in our study. As you probably know,
PureSpeech produces automatic speech recognition systems that are used to provide
information services over the phone. \\e appreciate your help in testing designs for these
5 VS terns.

For the next hour we will ask you to read several scenario descriptions contained
in a booklet and then call up a speech recognition system to obtain some information or
service. We would like you to read the scenarios carefully and try to imagine yourself in
the described situation. For instance, if the scenario describes that you want to transfer
money from your checking to savings account using a telephone banking system, try to
really imagine yourself at home wanting to do this. Also, consider how important it is
that the system does exactly what you want it to do.

After reading the scenario, call up the system to find out the information
described in the scenario. Punch in the four digit access code given in the booklet and
then talk to the system in a clear, natural manner. As you talk to it, the system will
occasionally repeat what it thinks you said. Please pay careful attention to this
information and to the instructions the system will give you on how to handle
misrecognitions. Occasionally, the system may not understand what you said to it or it
may think you said something different than you really said. In these cases, try to back up
and get the system to understand what you want. If it persists in mis-understanding you,
try several more times. If you are not sure what to do at any time while you are talking to
the system, just use your best judgment. Keep in mind that this is a test system that is
still under development. It is important for us to find out what kinds of trouble the
system has, and what kinds of difficulties people have using it. Your participation in this
study will help us to make the system work better.

When you have the information needed in each scenario, you may simply hang up.
Then turn to the next page in your booklet. You will see a page with several lines on it
and descriptive words at either end of the lines. For each pair of words, think about how
you would rate the system with respect to those descriptions and place a mark at the
location on the line that you feel represents the system's performance. Each scenario you
will complete will be designed to function a little differently, so think carefully about the
scenario you have just completed each time you fill out this sheet. .\fter completing all
the scenarios, please feel free to write any specific comments you have about the system
on the back of the sheet.

Once again, thank-you for participating and we hope you have a little fun with
this study. Please feel free to ask me any questions you have about the study at any
tinie."
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Appendix G: Experiment Work Sheet

Please dial in to the telephone
information system, and use
the access codes listed beloi',

and/ill in the answery to the
scenarios.

scenario access code ans,r

Commuter Rail System I train number.: arrival timeS

Commuter Rail System 2 train number.: arrival me

Auto Loan Calculator I . monthly payment

Auto Loan Calculator 2 new monthly payment:

Auto Blue Book System I value of the car

Auto Blue Book System 2 value of the car:

Catalog Order System I price of the order

Catalog Order System 2 price of the order
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Appendix H: Bipolar Rating Scales

Please rate the system yoiijiist used on the

dimensions listed below Iy placing apencil mark
at the position on the line that most accurate/y

reJlectsyour impression of the system.

Unacceptable Acceptable

Slow Fast

Inaccurate Accurate

Inconsistent Consistent

Irritating Pleasing

Undependable Dependable

Unnatural Natural

Incomplete Complete

Uncomfortable Comfortable

Unfriendly Friendly

Distracting Facilitating

Complicated Simple

Useless Useful
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Appendix I: Experiment System Preference Form

For each of the folloii in systems.

p/ace its letter on the line be/on', to
indicate hon miichyoii liked or

disliked iising it.

R - Commuter Rail System

B - Blue Book Calculator

L - Loan Calculator

0- Catalog Ordering System

dislike like

Fee/free to n'ite don',j some additional comments about the sjstemsyou hate used in this epe?imen/ :

f'ou c citinue on the othi. 1.ypis' likej
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